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Introduction
The fur trade, as a motivating force in the in*
ternal development of the Horth American oontinent, has
been more or less neglected by those who have written gen
eral accounts of its history.

A large number of the most

important explorations into the interior were initiated by
the desire to find new and more lucrative fields for the
fur trade*

A number of our larger settlements and oities

of today had their foundations laid, not with a desire to
make permanent and lasting homes because of the fertility
of the soil* but rather because they were vantage points
1
in the fur trade* Detroit and St. louls are two outstand
ing examples of this.

Many others might be mentioned.

The fur trade grew to be one of the most import
ant Industries in the earlier history of this country. It
2
flourished for more than two centuries, during which time
It laid the foundations for the more permanent and last
ing industries which exist today.
Being an industry of such importance, problems
as to its conduot and control naturally arose.
1.

Govern-

Johnson, Ida Amanda, Michigan Fur Trade. Michigan
Historical Commission, Series V, Lansing, 1919,
p. 31-63.

z

ments became oonoerned with these problems from the be
ginning and tried to regulate and control them*
Every Government, that had control of territory
in the North American continent, found it necessary to
formulate some policy in regard to the fur trade* . These
policies were in some oases formed for economic reasons,
but in the case of the United States, it was largely a
humanitarian policy for the purpose of trying to benefit
3
the condition of the American Indian* Evidence through
out the documents of the Government of the United States
seem to prove that this feeling of the Government was
one of the predominating reasons for many of the laws and
regulations which it passed*
Because the Indian played such an important role
in the trade. Government regulation beoame largely a con
trol of the conduct of the trader toward the Indian.

Chit

tenden states, "it is indeed difficult to estimate the
degree to which the fur trade was controlled by the Ind
ian, while Its far reaching counter-influenoe upon the
4
tribes oannot, at this remote time, be adquately realised.”
The great part of the fur was taken by the Indian and came
into possession of the traders only by exchange,

it was.

3.

See pages on which notes 59, 82, 83, 85 and 99 are
quoted.

4.

Chittenden, Hiram Marion, The American Fur Trade of the
Far West, Vol. I, New York, 1902, p. 9.

to this tbaffle that the white man made hie fir at acquain5
tance with-the tribes.
The intense rivalries which developed to order
to get control of this valuable trade caused men to stop

6
at nothing to secure it*

Many abuses arose which affected

the morals of the Indians, affected their economic condit
ions, and created serious difficulties between individual
traders, Indian tribes, and even nations*

m

connected account or serious study had been

made of this phase of fur trading*

tinder the suggestion

and continued help of hr, Paul C. Phillips, t have tried
to throw added light upon the Government policies of the
United states*

ho attempt has been made to go into a

development of the policies of the foreigh Governments who
had footholds upon the American continent.

A brief resume

of their policies is given.
The study naturally divides itself into four
divisions.

The control of the Government through the

setting up of a licensing system represents the first
method of control.

This method had been practiced by all

foreign countries.

The tJMted States Government, appar-

5.

Ibid, ?ol* I, p. 10.

6.

David son, Charles Gordon, The forth West Company.
Berkeley, 1914, p. 111-115.

ently dissatisfied with the results of this system, sup
plemented a new and untried system known as the trading
house system.

The problems that arose out of the goods

of trade offers another and interesting history.

In a

consideration of this phase of the problem comes the al
cohol problem.

Finally, the working of the system and the

neoessity of military protection offers another interest
ing avenue of approach.

Chapter I
The fur trade in the Borth American continent
began with the first explorations of the Uorth Atlantic
coast,

*a tb© seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,

French and British traders gradually pushed back from the
Atlantic coast into the valley of the St, Lawrence and
Great Lakes, along the shores of Hudson1s Bay and even in8
to the country bordering on the Ohio and the Mississippi,
The French were the first important fur traders
in the north American continent.

Their policy in the re

gulation of the trade was largely economic.

They were not

concerned with the welfare of the Indian, but, rather,
9
interested in the peouniary results. Under their regime
of both Canada and Louisiana, the trade was always farmed
7, Y/eeden, Y7m, B,, Boonomlo and Social History of Hew
Sagland, Vol. I, So aton, r£9"0, p , 1S7~3&*
8, Y/ork, John, The Journal of, (edited by ITilliam S,
Lewis and Paul 'C.' Phillips, Cleveland, 1923, p, 15,
9, This is brought out in the writing of Agnes C, Laut,
Pathfinders of the Y/est, Hew York, 1904, p, 28, The
Governor' of Hew Franc's \?ould not give Radlsson and
Groseillier a lioense unless they share; half the
profits with him. Many of tho young men of Hew France
refused to work under this strict system and became
free rovers of the inland empire. They were known
as ooureurs de bois.

6

10
out? to monopolise,

but none of them were enduring or suc

cessful.
.Even as far back as the time of Radisson and
Groseillier, we have an example of the Governor attempt
ing, as the result of an effort on the part of these men
to get a license from the Governor to trade in the Hudson's
Bay country, to require them to give him half of the re
turns of their industry, for the right to have a monoply
on this territory*

The penalty for trading without a lic-

ense in Hew France was very severe.

Imprisonment, the

galleys for life, or even death were the penalties.

Rad

isson and Groseillier refused to divide their profits with
the Governor &nd went into the Hudson's Bay country with
out his permission.

When they came back, Grosseillier was

thrown into prison and they were fined to the extent of
practically all the enormous profit that they had made on
their expedition.
Yerendereye was also given a monopoly of all the

12
territory west of Fort iorraine by the French Government.
10. Johnson, p. 4-6.
11. A good and detailed account of these men and their
adventures is given in a book of Agnes C, laut, Path
finders of the West. New York, 1904.
12. Vandiveer, Clarence A., The Fur Trade and Early West
ern Exploration, Clove land, 1909, p. 99-106.

7

This mas another case of the monopoly resulting In failure
from the profit point of view, although Verendereye con
tributed much to the knowledge of the territory west of
13
the Mississippi river.
The Spaniards also made a feeble effort to con
trol the fur trade by requiring a license, but because of
the weakness of their Government, and the remoteness of its seat from the fur trading areas, they could not pro14
teot their licenses.
The policy of the English Government at first,
was not only to give a monopoly to a oerfcain group of
men, but also to give self control into the hands of the
15
same group.
This was done in the chartering of the Hudaon's Bay Company in 1670.

They had absolute control of

the trade in their territory and could expel all unlicen
sed traders or any who were prejudicial to peace.

This

monopoly went on for a period of ninety-three years until
1763, when it was rudely broken by the Treaty of Paris.
This treaty opened the rich region of the St. Xawrenoe and
I*5,

Ibid, P*

I*ut also gives an account of these men.

14.

Coman, Katherine, Eoonomio Beginnings of the Far
West, New York, 19iLS, p. 295.

15.

Chittenden, Vol. I, p. 291.

8

Great Lakes to the Scotch merchants of Montreal*' England*s
policy from then on changed very greatly#

The traders were

restrained by no licenses, regulations, or traditions#
Bloody competi 61on resnIt®d#
The British were* however, anxious to get con
trol of the trade of the newly acquired territory#

The

French traders had, so firmly established themselves in
the friendship of the Indians that this was not easily
17
done# She first attempt of the British to regelate the
trade of the newly acquired territory was by the RoyalProclamation of 1763.

The territory was by this Proclam

ation opened "to all subjects, whatever, providing that
every Person who may incline to Trade with the Indians do
take out a license for carrying on such Trade from the
Governor or oommander-in-ohlef of any of our Colonies
respectively where such Person shall reside, and also give
Security to observe such Regulations as fe shall at any
Time think fit ••• to direit and appoint for the Benefit
18
of the said Trade*"
16*
17.
18.

Ibid, p# 295.
Phillips, Paul S., The Fur Trade .in the Maumee-fab•ash Country, Indian' "tSiversliy*,'
p."'W .
*
Ibid, p, 93#

9

This Proclamation had little effect upon the
regulation of the Indian trade.

Colonial Governors were

too busy to enforce the provisions of the Proclamation,
while the traders could see no necessity for taking out
licenses and paid little attention to the regulations
for fixing prices of goods and prohibiting the sale of
spirituous liquors to the Indians,

Dr. Paul 0, Phillips

cites several examples of traders who oarried on their
work without licenses in the Maumee-Wabash country.

He

states that there were such names as Capasin, lorrain,
la Motte, and Richardville, the Indian Chief, mostly
1G
French, operating wi thout licenses.
One of the first humanitarian policies to be
drawn up by the British was the general plan for the man
agement of the Indians and the fur trade by lord Hills
borough in 1764.

By this plan, the country was divided

into two departments,

The chartered rights of the Hud

son’s Bay Company were safely guarded in the northern de
partment.

There was to be a Superintendent over each de

partment with three deputies in the northern and two In
the southern,

^he trade in the north was to be at fixed

posts, while in the south it was to-be at the Indian
towns.
19.

Saoh trader had to have a license, the fee for

IMS.* *>• 93-94.

10

which should not exceed two shillings, with an addition
al foo fon registration hot to he more than sixpence. He
was required to trade with'the Indians at these specified
places*

There were to he fixed prices, no liquor* swan

shot or rifles to the Indians*

A commissary, Interpreter,

and smith were to reside in each post of the northern de
partment and in each Indian camp of the southern depart
ment*

The Superintendent and commissioners were empower

ed to act as justices of the peace to determine causes
affecting Indians and traders.
secured for each district*

Missionaries were to he

It was proposed that a tax be

placed upon the fur trade to defray expenses, hut this was
BO
not forthcoming from Parliament*
Benjamin Franklin, on being asked his opinion of
the above plan, thought that, in general, it was good.

He

felt, however, that the colonial laws should be well con
sidered before they were repealed, because they were the
opinions of the people inhabiting the colonies where they
applied.

He felt that people living in England did not

have a sufficient understanding of the problems involved
SI
to create a good and satisfactory system.
20.

Found, Arthur, Johnson of the Mohawks, Hew York, 1930,
p. 442-444; Davidson, p. SOS; Siemens, Wayne Edison,
The Horthweat Fur Trade. 1763-1800, University of
Illinois Studies in social 6cienbe, Vol. XIII, Ho, 3,
p. 23-31.

21,

Franklin, Benjamin, Writings of, (edited by Albert H.
SmithO Vol. 17, Hew York, T9S57 p, 467-468.

11

Because tbs plan was too expensive, Lord Hills
borough was forced to give the oontrol of the fur trade
over into the hands of the Governors of the colonies.

The

plan was an exoellent one and probably would have resulted
In many benefits to the Indian and white alike.

A very

loose., and inefficient method of regulation resulted from
the failure of this plan in 1769*

Abuses by traders and

Indians alike became more and more prominent.

Sir William

Johnson even went so far as to insist upon the removal of
the Frenoh and the building of posts to block them from
entering the country.

In. 1771, Hew York proposed to Pen

nsylvania and Quebec that the three colonies co-operate
in the regulation of the fur trade.

The proposal came to

nothing, however, because of the objection of Quebec.
That colony fEht that she had the advantage in the disor22
der.
little was done to enforce what few restrictions
existed in the English colonies.

Pound states, in speak

ing of the function of the laws in Hew York, "though auth
orities, civil and military, restrained the traders as
best they could under regulations which grew more and more
stringent with the years, the constant complaint, of John
son and other friends of the Indians prove that profiteers
£2.

Phillips, p. 94-95.

12

23
continually found new ways of outwitting the law."
Further evidence as to the enforcement of the
law is brought out by Mcllwain, when he states, "During
the whole history of the English fur trade, the .evidences
indicated that most of these traders were the very scum
of the earth, and their treatment of the Indians was such
as hardly to be suitable for ddsori£tion.

The lack of

regulation of these lawless and unprincipled men was no
doubt a ser&iras disadvantage of the English oolonies and
it was hardly to be amended while there was such rivalry
24
for the trade between the different colonies themselves."
From 1670 until 1782, the whole wide field of
Indian Affairs was under the oentralized control of the
lords of Trade in England,

Their whole policy was marked

mainly by its lack of activity.

They let things take their

natural course without interference.

Thus, we see, that as
25
a whole, the functioning of the laws was very poor.
23.

Pound, p. 98.

24.

Wraxall, Peter, An Abridgment of the Indian Affairs,
(edited by C, H. Mcllwain) Introduction p. 11-12,

25.

Pound, p, 105.

Chapter II
The oolony of Massachusetts w q s probably the
most active of the thirteen original colonies in attempt
ing to better tho relations between the Indian and the
white man, Her first laws date back as far as the year
26
1633,
In this year a law was passed stating that'"M.o ,
person shall sell, give, or.barter, directly or indirect
ly, any gun or guns, powder, bullets, shot, lead, to any
Indian whatsoever or any person inhabiting out of this
27

Jurisdiction ..."

French and the Butch had been

in the habit of trading these implements of warfare with the
Indians for their furs, to the great discomfort of the in*
habitants cf Massachusetts,

This prohibition was largely

a matter of self protection from the Indian,

This same

law also prohibits "any Frenchman, Dutchman, or any per
son of any other foreign nation whatsoever, or any English
dwelling among them, to trade with any Indian or Indians
within the limits of our Jurisdiction, directly or indireotly, by themselves or others^ under penalty of oonfis26,

A compilation of these laws, together with the laws
of the other colonies relating to the Indian, was
printed by order of the House of Representatives in
1830, under the direction of the Committee on Indian
Affairs, These may be found in the House Reports,
Ho, 319, 21st Congress, Serial Ho, 251, 1st SessIon,
Vol. Ill, 52 pp, 8 vol.

27.

I b i a . p . 11.

14

oation of all such goods and vessels as shall he found
trading, or aue value thereof, upon just proof of any
28
goods or vessels so trading or traded,,,*"
In this early law of Massachusetts, wealso

find

that the oolony had already noted the evil effects of al
cohol

on the Indian and the Indian trade, and as aresult,

passed regulations pertaining to it.

That part of the law

reads as follows: "Whereas several orders for the preven
ting drunkenness amongst the Indians have been made, yet
notwithstanding, there is little or no reformation:

for

the prevention thereof, and the frequent effects thereof,
murder and other outrages amongst them.

This Court doth

order, That no person of what quality or condition what
soever shall henceforth sell, truck, barter, or give any
strong liquors to any Indian, directly or indirectly, whe
ther known by the name of rum, strongwater, wine, strong
beer, brandy, cyder, perry, or any other strong liquors, g
going under any other name whatsoever, under the penalty
of fohrty shillings for one pint; and so proportionately
for greater or lesser quantities, so sold, bartered, or
29
given, directly or indirectly, as aforesaid,"
In another Act passed in 1693, entitled, "An
Act of the Erovinoe of Massachusetts Bay for the better

28. Ibid, p. 3,

15

rule and governments of the Indians in their several plan
tations," we fiafl practically the same provisions of this
previously mentioned law re-affirmed.

In 1717 and in 1725,

these same provisions are again put into the-form of law.
Finally in 1750, another law relative to these same con
ditions was passed.

In this act, a penalty is put upon

the Indian for becoming intoxicatedIt reads, "And every
Indian that shali be convicted of drunkenness, shall pay
a fine of eighty four cents, or he set in stocks, not ex
ceeding two hours or less than one hour,"

This Act places

a penalty of one dollar and sixty five cents per pint upon
30
the sale of liquor to the Indian.
in 1721, Pennsylvania passed a law prohibiting
the sale of liquor to the Indians which is much the same
31
in its content as that
Massachusetts.
The merchants of Mew York, which might'also be
said of all the other colonies, had no desire for close1
regulation of the Indian trade in the northwest.

They

were opposed to any fixing of prices and to any restrict
ions on the sale of rum.

They were willing to confine the

operations of the traders to posts, for this would mean
30.

ibid, p. 13,

31,

These laws are also included in the compilation dis
cribed. in footnote Mo, 26.

that the French would have no great advantage over the
others In the field,

The traders of Montreal also wish

ed no restraint on the trade.

They profited by the an

archy* because through this'policy of free trade they
were able to fceep the French and the Spanish from the
33
Mississippi out of the Northwest territory.
Virginia also concerned herself to a limited
extent with attempts to regulate the trade.

In 1677, the

tfade with the Indians was restricted to marts and fairs
to be held twice a year for’forty days each.

The Indians

were permitted to bring in any commodity for trade, but
a penalty of five thousand pounds of tobacco was plaoed
upon any person found dealing with than outside of the
33
fair.
In June 1680, all Acts restraining the Indians
trade were repealed.

From this time on'"there be a free
'
.*
and open trade for all persons at all times and places
34
with our friendly Indians." The only restrictions from
this time on were on the export of untanned hides and
the requirement that anyone,who traded with distant tribes
must have permission from the proper authority.

Thus,

we see that restrictions in Virginia were very limited and
amounted to nothing.
33.• Fhillips, pf 94-96.
‘
*
* *
33. Henning, Virginia, Statutes at Large, p. 410.
34. Ibid. p. 480.

36. Ibid, p. 356, 468, 481, 483, 493, 494.

The fact: that the colonies made no particular
effort to control the fur trade was even noted in England,
ih Idea of imperial control was suggested to lord Dart
mouth# the successor of Hillsborough,

in a letter to

lohnson in I???, he wrote; ”As the Oolonles do not seem
di sposed to concur in any general regulations for the
Indian trade I am at a lossto suggest any mode by which
this important serviee can be otherwise provided than by
the interposition of the Supreme legislature# the exertion
of which would be inadvisable until truth and correction
have revived the unhappy prejudices which have so long
prevailed In the colonies on this subject.5'
Dartmouth’s lettor seemed to have little effegt.
fhe Canadian merchants continued to go where they chose
37
to get furs, in spite of any British ordinances.
fhus, we find that at the end of the colonial
period in fimerioan history, the fur trade was in more or
less of a chaotic condition#
pleased to secure furs.

traders went where, they

On the whole, they were unlic

ensed or had no permission from governmental authorities,
and the government had no check or control over them.;
tlthough there had been attempts to prevent the use of
36. Dhilllps, p. 94-Dh#

18

liquor in the trade wi'th the Indians, it was still used
freely and In most places,' without any restrictions,' fhe:
trade had no protection, or, on the whole, was little hot-~
38
iced' by the Governments.
We may attribute the lack of enforcement of
what colonial laws there were to the lack of an organis
ation for enforcement*
this kihd.

Ho law provided for an agency of

It was evidently expected that the local of

ficials were to enforce them.

When we realize how inad

equate the functioning of the laws were, even with an or
ganization in the field, we can easily picture how a law
less trader would conduct himself under such loose regul
ations.
38.

*

Davidson, p. 8-9,

Stevens, p. 31-32*

19

Chapter III
As we enter upon the history of the Governmental
regulation of the fur trade during the period of the Con
tinental Congress, and the Aritcles of Confederation, we
find definite and eonorete efforts being made from the
very beginning to bring about order and reform the abus
ive conditions into which the trade had fallen as a re
sult of the period of no regulation.

This policy from the

very beginning was permeated with the dettre of legislators
to better the condition of the Indians.

In all, their ef

forts were to plaoe the Indian in a position in which they
would be assured that he would be treated fairly.

They

realized that the Indian was a child in the hands of the
trader*

They wished to prevent the cheating, lielng, and

all the other abuses which had crept Into the trade.
From the year 1775* to 1786, our Indian relations
39
were regulated by commissioners, who executed, under the
direction of Congress, such arrangements as were from time
to time deemed best by that body to be adopted*

They pur

sued such a policy as was thought best calculated to pro
mote the peace of the frontiers and the welfare of the
39,

Mannypenny, George W,, Our Indian Wards, Cincinnati,
1880, p. 49-50.

20

Indians,

The Indians, under this first system, were div

ided into three departments—
southern,

the northern, middle and

There were five commissioners appointed for the

southern department, two for the middle and two for the
40
northern.
As.a result of the consideration of the letters
of General Washington of the 19th of April, 1776; Congress,
on April 29th, 1776, made the following resolution: "Re
solved, That no Traders ought to go. Into the Indian coun
try without a license from the agent in the department;
and that care he taken hy him to prevent exhorhitant prices
41
for goods heing exacted from the Indians."
In compliance
with this resolution, the first arrangements that this
Commission found it necessary to make respecting the fur
trade, were to require those who took part in it to he li
censed from one or more of the commissioners of the resp
ective departments.

Ho trader was permitted to trade ex

cept at such posts and places as the commissioners from
42
each department should respectively appoint. Measures
40,

41,
f

42,

A resume of the period is given hy Mr. leaks from the
Committee of Indian Affairs to the Senate, on the 5th
of April 1820. in the American State Papers. Indian
Affairs, Vol.'ll, Ho. 185, p. 2 o 5 .
Journals of the Continental Congress, Vol. IV, 1776,

»

pf viO*

■■■

— .

a*

i-

American State Papers, Indian Affairs, Vol. II, Ho,
165,p. 205,

21

were adopted, also, In the same year, though on a limited
scale, for the introduction amongst the tribes of civil
ization and Christianity; ahd we find the acts of these
earlier times are characterized with hindness and sol43
loitude for the welfare of the Indians.
The members of Congress, during this period, dis
agreed among themselves as to the right of Congress to re
gulate the trade and manage all the affairs of the Indians.
Rutledge and lynch opposed giving the power to Congress.
Wilson states, "We have no right otfeu the Indians, whether
within or without the real of pretended limits of any Col
ony*

Grants made three thousand miles to the eastward, have

no validity with the Indians..." Walton states, "The Indian
trade is of essential service to any Colony.
monopoly*

It must be a

If It is free, it produces jealousies, animosi

ties, and wars.

Carolina, very passionately considers this

trade as contributing to her grandeur and dignity."

Chase

states, "South Carolina claims to the South Sea; so does
Horth Carolina, Virginia and Massachusetts Bay.

South

Carolina says they have the right to regulate the trade
with the Indians.

South Carolina could not stand alone

against the Indian tribes."

43.

Ibid, p* 205.

Wilson states, "lo lasting

22

peace will be made with the Indians unless made by some
one body,

...None should trade with the Indiana without

a license from Congress,

A perpetual war would be un-

44
avoidable* if everybody was allowed to trade freely,,.",
Thus we see that this policy of the Federal control grew
out of, in the first place, this idea that this was a
matter for the Colonial legislatures, and developed into
a policy to be handled and executed by the central Gov
ernment,
In a report of a committee to Congress, of Octi,
15th, 1783, relative to Indian affairs, respecting the
Indians of the Northwest, among other things dealing with
r

the idea of creating a definite Indian territory for the
Indians in the newly acquired territory from England, was
mentioned a recommendation relative to the trade with the
Indians,

The committee states the following:
"Your Committee be leave further to report that,

in their opinion, the trade with the Indians ought to be
regulated, and security be given by the Traders for the
punctual observance of such regulations, so that violence,
fraud and injustice towards the Indians may be guarded
against and prevented, and the honor of the Federal gover
nment, and the public tranquility, be thereby promoted,
44,

The above statements of the various members of Congress
may be found in the Journals of the Continental Con
gress, Vol. VI, 1776, p. 1079.

23

And that for these purposes a Committee be appointed with
the instructions to prepare and report an ordinance for
regulating the Indian trade, with a clause strietly pro
hibiting all Civil and military officers and particularly
ail Commissioners and Agents for Indian affairs, from tr
ading with the Indians or purchasing lands from the Indians,
except only on the express license and authority of the
45
United States in Congress assembled*”
Out of the work of this committee grew the first
law to regulate the trade*

On the 7th of August* 1786*

the Congress passed an ordinance for the regulation of
46
Indian affairs* Under this act* It became recognised fact
that the United States Congress, “Under the ninth Article
of the Articles of Confederation and perpetual Union***
has sole and exclusive power of regulating the power and
managing the affairs of the Indians not members of any
State*tt In this act, the Indian territory was divided In
to two departments, the northerft-anft the southern* with a
superintendent over each*

It was made the duty of these

superintendents to attend to the execution of such regul
ations as the Congress should from time to time adopt; to
correspond with each other* end with the Secretary of War*
in all matters relating to these trusts.
45.
.

46.

3Papers of the Continental Congress,
Ho* 149, in,
---m

i

Q

.

—
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—

American State gapera* Indian Affairs, Vol. I, p. 14,
feds law 'may be found quoted in full in Appendix A.

Under this ordinance, none hut citizens could
reside among the Indian nations, or were allowed to trade
with any nation of Indians within the territory of the
United States,

Ho persofit, citizen or other, under the

penalty of five hundred dollars, was permitted to reside
among or trade with the Indians or Indian nations, with
in the territory of the United States, without a license
for the purpose first obtained from the Superintendent of
the district, or one of his deputies.

Ho person oould

entitle himself to a license who should not first produce
a certificate from the Supreme Executive of one of the
States, under the seal of the State* certifying to the
Applicant's good moral character* and that he was suit
ably qualified and provided for the employment of traderj
for which license he was to pay to the Superintendent, for
the use of the United States, fifty dollars.
the license was not to exceed one year.

The term of

Ho person obtain

ed a license under this ordinance without first giving
bond in three thousand dollars for his adherence to and
observance of such rules and regulations for the gov
ernment of the trade as the Congress might from time to
time adopt.

X6

Chapter IV
The United States Government Regulation
Xioenseingf System
When the Government emerges from the period of
the Articles of Confedoration, fur trading had not yet be
come a large organized industry in the United States*

To

the North, the Hudson’s Bay Company had been trading on a
47
large scale since 1670* The Horthwest Company, which lat
er became one of the main competitors of the American tra48
ders, was just being organized*
The American trade, lar
gely carried on in the district south of the Great lakes,
was mainly a trade between small traders.

It had been

.

only a few years before this that men began to venture
west of the Allehgeny mountains into Kentucky.

Trade had

been going on, however, and sane of the largest fortunes
in the United States had laid their foundations back in
this period in the territory of Western Hew York and south
49
of the Great lakes*
47.

An excellent account of this Comfpny may be found in
Beokles-Wilson, The Great Company.

48.

Probably one of the best aocounts of this company is
that written by ffordon Charles Davidson, The Northwest Company. Berekely, University of ColumMa Press,
t

491

sun

Sir William Johnson became one of the wealthiest men
in the colonies during this period. An account of
Johnson is included in Authur Pound, Johnson of the
Mohawks, Hew York, 1930#
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The magnitude of the trade necessitated not only
laws for Its regulation, but also an organization for the
enforcement of them.

The President of the United States,

as the chief executive of the land, was naturally designat
ed as responsible for the enforcement of these laws* . He
appointed the Superintendents and their deputies who were
responsible for carrying out his speoial regulations.
These Superintendents and deputies were placed over certain
districts or departments and were responsible for the en50
forcement in these particular distriots.
!

The duties of the Superintendent and deputy were
to issue licenses; see that the regulations in regard to the
licenses were observed in their district, carry out and obey
all instructions which they might receive from Congress As
sembled, and from the Secretary of War, through vrtiose de
partment they worked; to reoeive bonds for the lioenses and
31
v to place them in suit in ease of violation of the regulations.
In all, he was to look after the welfare of the Indian.
These Superintendents often performed important
and far-reaching duties.

Sir William Johnson, as Commis

sioner of Indian Affairs for western Hew York, under the
fc

< ;

•

English regime, is given oredit"for holding the key posi50.Annals of Congress, let Congress, 1789-1791, Vol. II,
pV 25401. This law may be found quoted in full in Ap
pendix B.

51*Ibid, Section I.

tlon safe from the aggressive inroads of the French in the
French and Indian Wars*

Be kept the Xro&uois loyal to the

Bagiish cause*

His great influence over' them turned them
... '• .
52
into an effective buffer against the French*
'

>»
' .■ >

>

' 0

*

■probably one of the most outstanding of the Sup*
eriatendents under the Baited States control was lewis
53
Cass*
After playing a very important part as a military
leader in the winning of the northwest territory from
England in the War of 1812, the President appointed him
as Governor of the Michigan territory, October 29th* 1813*
Be was active in the territory for the next eighteen years*
This territory included, at first, all land east of a line
drawn through the middle of lake Michigan and north of a
line drawn from the southern end of that lake eastward un
til it intersected lake Brie,

In 1818, Indiana was admit*

ted to the Union with a slice pared from the southeastern
portion of Michigan*

After April, 1818, all land east of

the Mississippi and north of the northern line of Illinois
was under the supervision of Governor Gass*

For the re*

mainlng years of his governorship he had control of this
■ 54
vast territory*
52,

Pound, p, 101-117*

53,

MC laugh1in, Andrew 0*, lewis Cass, Boston & Bew York,

It was customary at this time to vest the author
ity of Superintendent of Indian Affairs in the'person Of the
Governor of the territory*
Cass*

Ibis was done in the case of

He was the ex-officio superintendent of Indian Af-

fairs in the territory*

In addition to this territory he

had charge* for a great portion of the time* of agencies at
-55
Chicago! Fort Wayne, Pi qua and other sub-agencies.
In the capacity of Governor and Superintendent*
he came in contact with all the Indians of the Borthwest*
He made innumerable treaties with the Indians of this ter
ritory*

His influence was so great that due to his activi

ties, he was given credit for getting possession of this
territory for the United States*

He traveled through the

territory, mahing actual contacts with Indian and trader* 1
fhe responsibility of enforcing the fur^ trade regulations
56
depended upon him*
However, the vastness of the terri
tory over which he governed and the character of the men
engaged made the enforcement of these regulations practi
cally impossible*
William Clarh played equally as important a
part as Oass in the capacity of Superintendent,

After an

active career as Indian fighter and military man in the

west, President Jefferson appointed Mis* in 1603, as

me

of the leadera with lewis to explore the newly acquired
Louisiana territory,
■well leaovvn,

The success of this expedition is

Clerk became a m of the beet informed men la

the land in regard to the habits 'and conditions of the lad**
Ians*

On larch If, 1809* he was appointed Brigadier Conor**

el and Indian Agent for lonislana,

In 1812, he was'appoint

ed Governor-of Missouri territory* • He remained in tbe eapa*.
city of Ooromor until 181$* when'he -lost this posit Ion main
ly because he was charged with layering the' Indians at the
expense of the whites*

During his term as Covernor he made

many important- treaties with the Indians*

in 1819 he was

appointed Superintendent of Indian Affaire’and remained'ia
that office,during the most fruitful days of the fur trade,
until hi© death in '1838*

He '’probably did more than any other

white man to reconcile the Indian to the attitude of the tFmifted States”, m well as to make the Batted States see'the
s?
needs of the Indian,
She enforcement of regulations under M s regime
was not successful.

Agsin the mstneee of the territory

over which he had control and the limited number hf agents
57,

Xirtdley* Harlows» William qlark, .the Indian Agent,
Mississippi valley Hi’albi^S^,
'
J^sooiatfon1
"WoSSWiago,
1908-1909, p. 83-75,
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which he

had defeated any possibility of success.*,.'
It

ority to
to effect*

was such men as these to whom were given auth

put the laws and regulations of the government in
The provision for this type of an organisation

and for laws regulating the trade was among the first eonoeraS' of the new government *
The first law regulating this trade was passed by
58
'
Congress in 1790,
While this act, in its essence, was much
like that of 1786i it introduced the policy of the newly or
ganised government toward this branch of internal commerce*
The first polioy which we shall consider, which was intro
duced in this law* was the policy of requiring a license to
trade with the Indian*
In requiring the license, the United States was
entering into a policy which had been in practice by all
the foreign powers which had had to deal with this problem
of trade with the Indians*

the motives actuating the re

quisition of the license were no doubt varied*

It was the

main means by which the governments could maintain a check
on the trader.

All those who traded with the Indian had

their names registered upon the books of the government so
that in case difficulties should arise, responsibility
' coiiId be more easily placed*

experience of nations

58. Annals of Congress, 1st Congress,. 1789-1791,; ?ol* II,
pTJ“£&0T*' 'This law may be found quoted in full in Ap
pendix B*;
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la the past had been that the free tracer, unrestrained by
regulation, was always taking advantage of the innocence of
the Indians in regard to values*

It was an easy matter to

cheat the Indian out of his valuable furs for valueless
trinkets*

His savage mind was greatly attracted by the

highly colored beads and colored calicos*

The license gave

the government the opportunity to regulate these traders.
The next Important motive was to see that the
proper type of man should receive the license.

Yfe can

easily understand how a corrupt trader could take advantage
of the Ignorant Indian, cheat him out of his furs and Influ
ence his undeveloped mind against the government and even
against his own countrymen*

The government desired to safe

guard the morals of the Indian.
That the government introduced the system as a
source of revenue is hardly likely.

The machinery which it

was necessary to set up In order to put this polioy into
practice no doubt cost much more than the fees brought in'
in payment for the privilege to trade,.
The colonies had., since their inception, had diffi
culties with the Indians*

In the case of Massachusetts, we

have already noted that the hutch and French were blamed for
the troubles which arose with the Indians because they had
traded guns and ammunition for the furs, and had, no doubt,
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incited the Indians against them.
had similar difficulties,

Pennsylvania and Hew York

There is no-doubt that many of

these difficulties had been created by the unprincipled traders and renegades*

It was to check these difficulties, also,

that the government entered into the policy of requiring the
/
license*
The law of 1790 required that no person could trade
with the Indian without a license.

Certain persons were des

ignated from whom these licenses could be secured*

Only "pro

per” persons could receive this -license, and in order to in
sure his obeying the regulationgs in regard to his conduct
with the Indians, it was necessary for him to enter into a
bond with one or more of the sureties which had to be approv(

ed by those authorized to issue the license.

The term of the
59

license liras to be for a period of two years*
The law of 1790 had not specified any particular
locality in which the licensing system was to be effective*
In a new law which was passed in 1796, the government estab
lished a definite Indian territory in which the laws relat60
ing to the Indian trade were to be exercised.
The terri
tory which was set aside included almost all the territory
west of the Alleghenies to the Mississippi*

Congress appar

ently wishec&to make this a territory entirely for the Indian,.
59. law of 1790, Section 1.
60. Ho.48. Annals of Congress, §th Congress, 2d Session*
1796-1797, p. 2909. This Taw may be found quoted in
Appendix B.
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where he could go on and lire in his wilt! state much as he
had in the past.

According to this law, however, the bound

ary line was not a rigid thing, but might be changed from
time to time by treaty between the Unite'd States and the Ind
ian tribes.
This new territory was definitely set aside for the
Indian.

The white man was excluded from it unless he had a

license to enter.

He could not even enter this territory to

hunt or range his cattle.

A fine of at least one hundred dol

lars, or imprisonment for six months, was placed upon such of
fense.

If it were necessary to go into the country at all, ac

cording to this act, it was required that he should have a
passport from the proper authority.

If he were found there

without such a passport, he was subject to a fine or impris61
onment.
The rapid advancement of civilization toward the
west after about 1775 resulted in the gradudl diminishing of
the Indian territory.

Various motives caused men to pack up

their wordly belongings and seek out new homes in the fertile
valleys and plains west of the Alleghenys.
standing motive was land.

Probably the out

The more people heard of the

ideal conditions for permanent homes which existed there,
61. Ibid, Section I.
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the more they desired to go and see it and settle in it.
62
This is exemplified in the law of 1799,
While this law
is in substance praotioally the same as the one passed
in 1796, the important change is in the boundary line of
the Indian country.

Indian treaties made during the three

years of the existence of the law of 1796, had made it
necessary to make the change in the boundary line of the
Indian country in this new law.
As a result of the purchase of Louisiana in
1803, a vast new territory was brought under the super
vision of the government.
in fur.

This new territory abounded

There were numerous Indian tribes living and

roaming over its area,

Keoessarily, the laws regulating

the trade and Intercourse with the Indians had to be ex
tended to this new domain.
When this new territory came under the control
of the United States, little was known of its vaatness,
its abounding resources, or its inhabitants.

Little' fur

trading had been done in it, with the exception of along
the course of the Mississippi and also along the shores
63
and tributaries of the lower Missouri, A few expeditions
had been made into the territory, but their nature and the
62.

Ibid, 5th Congress, 1797-1799, Vol. Ill, p, 3956,
Changes in this law over that of 1796 are quoted in
Appendix E.

63.

Vandiveer, p. 152.
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limit of their extent had not revealed to the public mind
much information relative to it.

Radisson and Groseillier,

two French traders, are purported to have made an exped64
ition into this Western territory as early as 1658*1660.
Verendereye and his two sons made an expedition into the
65
interior in 1738. The first revealing Information did not
°0m9
started in 1803.

MPadltl°° °f l6WlS 8Ba °lark W M °h
Shis expedition was authorized and fin*

anoed by the United states Government in order that they
might get information in regard to their newly acquired
territory,

probably spurred on by this information, Man*

uel lisa ascended the Missouri, to its headwaters, in 1807,
and opened up trade with the Indians in that remote region.
About the same time, David Thompson, in the employ of the
Northwest Company crossed the Rookies and reached the head*
waters of the Columbia.
Through the pioneering of these men, others fol
lowed , until the fur trade of this newly acquired territ
ory developed into one of the most lucrative in the North
American continent.
64. laut, pathfinders of the West, P. 84-89*
65. Work, Journal Introduction, p. 18-19.
66. Original Journals of the lewis and Clark Expedition,
(7 voIs. edited by Reuben Gold Thwaitej hew York,1905.
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Prom the
stant struggle had

very beginning of the fur trade, a con
been going on between men of the differ

ent countries who had had footholds in the continent, for
the control of the trade,

in the earlier period of Western

Mew York, the English and the Iroquois under the able lead
ership of Sir William Johnson, had carried- on a strenuous
struggle against the Preach and the Algonquins.

After the

expulsion of the French, the English and the American fought
for the control of the territory south of the Great lakes
67
and into the newly acquired territory of Louisiana. Beoause ofthe better organization of the English and

the sup

erior quality of their goods, the English had the advantage
over the American traders and probably got the lion’s share
of the trade*

fbus we see how the American became deter

mined that none but citizens of the United states should be
permitted to secure licenses in order to trade within the
boundaries of the United States,
68
John Jacob Astor probably exerted the greatest
influence of any one man upon Congress to exclude the for
eigner from the American fur trade.

He had, sinoe the last

part of the eighteenth century, been Involved in the fur
67, Chittenden, Vol. I, p. 96-96,
68, An excellent account of this man is Smith, Arthur 3),
Howden, John Jacob Astor, Philadelphia, 1929.
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trade in the old Northwest* When in 1808, he organized the
69
American Far Company, he was more anxious than ever to he
rid of the competition of the Canadian concerns.
That statesmen of note were interested in this
problem is brought out in a letter written by Jefferson to
Astor in ’ 1808, in which he states, ”1 learned with great
satisfaction the disposition of our merchants to form in
companies for undertaking the Indian trade within our own
territory,,,. I consider it highly desirable to have that
trade oentered In the hands of our own citizens and to oust
foreign^ .traders who so much abuse their privilege by endea
voring, to excite the Indians to war on us, every reasonable
patronage and facility in the power of the executive will be
70
afforded,n
In spite of these early overtures on the part of
statesmen and businessmen, the actual exclusion of the for
eigner did not come until 1816.

The law which excluded
71
them was passed by Congress April 29th, 1816,
This law

was entitled, "An Act supplementary to an act passed the
thirtieth of March, 1802, to regulate trade and intercourse
69,

Ibid, p. 134.

70,

Flandrau* Grace, Astor and the Oregon Country, Great
northern Railroad, p.
6* t
'

71,

Annals of Congress, 14th Congress, 1st Session, 18151816, p. 1901.
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with the tribes, and to preserve peace on the frontiers,n
The primary purpose of this law of 1816, was to
exclude the foreigner,

licenses to trade with the Indians

within the territorial limits of the United States were not
72
to be granted to any but citizens of the United States*
This polioy was of great importance to the fur trade.

Up

to this time the greater part of the fur trade south of the
Great lakes and west of the Mississippi, particularly in the
Horthwest-mountain area, had been carried on by the foreigner,
They were now excluded entirely*

The fur trade within the

limits of the United States was open only to citizens of
the United States*
If a foreigner were now caught in the Indian
country trading with the Indians, all the goods which he
had in his possession were to be confiscated; half to go
to the informer, and the other half to go to the govern73
ment.
If he were in a territory where he could be eas
ily apprehended, this law no doubt discouraged his trading
within the limits of the United States, but in the far lim
its of the territory, he was not much concerned with the
regulation.
This law also required that the foreigner must
have a passport before he could even go into the country
72.

Ibid, Section I.

73.

Ibid, Section II.
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as a tourist.

The Government was determined that tha for

eigner should stay oat of tha country entirely unless his
mission ware known and acceptable to tha authorities*

Much

of tha hostility of tha Indians toward tha Americans in tha
War of 1813 had bean blamed upon tha British Influence.
This particular phase of tha law was no doubt a result of
this feeling.
Because of the shortage of man on tha frontier,
traders experienced great difficulty in securing boatmen
to aid in the process of getting their supplies up to tha
distant reaches of tha Missourisand its tributaries.

Tha

fur trader had many seemingly insurmountable obstacles to
overcome.

One of the first problems was the great distanee

whioh he had to travel before he could reach the ground
to oarry on his work.

This was particularly true when the

trade extended west of the Mississippi.

Fort Benton, the

most extreme outpost of the American fur trade on the upper
Missouri, was three thousand five hundred and seventy-five
74
miles from the mouth of the Mississippi river.
Barpenteur
reports in his "Forty Tears a Fur Trader on the Upper Mis
souri, w that it was two thousand miles from Fort Union to
75
St. Louis. The figure is now given as one thousand seven
74.

Bell, William S., Old Fort Benton, Helena 1909.

75,

Xarpenteur, Charles, Forty Years a Fur Trader, (edited
by Elliot Coues), 1!ew York, 1396, Vol. I,' p. 50.
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hundred sixty miles by river.

With his primitive means of

travel ana the great distance that he had to go, it is no
wonder that the early fur trader calculated the distance to
be muoh greater than it actually was*
The time that it took to reach these upper waters
varied according to the fortuneoof the trip.

In reading the

various Journals, one is immediately struck by the slowness
of travel*

It was not uncommon for the keelboat in going up

stream to travel only three or four miles a day and sometimes
no distance at all because of the necessity of repairing the
boat or securing food.

If the weather conditions were fav

orable, they would sometimes travel as far as thirty-five
miles a day, but these were rare occasions.

The fastest

recorded trip was that made by Manuel lisa when he aver
aged, by supreme exertion, eighteen miles a day for sixty
days.

Xarpenteur records a hurried trip overland from St.

Louis to Fort Thaion whioh took only six weeks.

In going

to Fort Union via Green river, he states that they had been
on the road continuously for a period of five months lack76
ing four days.
The slow progress up the Missouri was caused by
the comparatively primitive methods of travel.

The boats

used for transportation on the waters of the Missouri
76 *

Ibid, Vol. I, p. 49
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varied,

The old keelboat, used down to about 1830* was,in

in the early days before the coming of the steamboat, one of
the most common means of transportation.

It was from sixty

to seventy feet long, with a fifteen to eighteen foot beam
and three to four foot depth.
oordelle, oars and sail.
a log was also used.
traffic.

It was propelled by-poles,

The wooden canoe, hollowed from

The Mackinaw was used for down stream

The Bull boat, made of buffalo skins, which was

about twelve by thirty feet and twenty inches deep, saw
extensive service on the western rivers beoause of its shali
'
low draught. When the practicability of the steamboat was
established by the Voyage of the Yellowstone up to Fort
\

Union in 1832, transportation was greatly speeded up.

The

overland trips were few in the early times, although it was
necessary to resort to the paok train in the sources of the
77
Missouri where the beaver abounded.
If the trader were to carry on an extensive trade,
it was necessary for him to take quite a large supply of
goods with him.
number of men.

In doing this he required quite a large
These were hard to obtain.

The ordinary

American felt that boating was below his dignity.

The

French Canadians were excellent boatmen, but under the new
77. Chittenden, Vol. I, Chapter V.
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law they could not fee employed.

In 1834, Congress; found

It necessary to revise their laws regarding foreigners to
the extent that they permitted the traders to employ for78
signers as boatmen,
The term of the linense also varied throughout,
the history of Government regulation.

In -the law. of 1786,

the license was only good for one year.
was extended for two years.

In 1796, the term

This remained the practice in

the basic law of 1802 on until 1822*

in a law which was

passed in this year, the Government extended the limit of
the term of the license to seven years in the territory
west of the Mississippi, while it remained the same for the
territory east of the Mississippi,

Because of the great

distance which the traders had to travel, they went propared to

s ta y

for several years.

It was impossible in many

cases for them to come bach every two years in order to
renew their licenses.

In 1834, however, the term was re

duced to three years west of the Mississippi, Instead of
79
seven, as it had been.
In 1834, the government again found it necessary
to revise the territorial limits in which these .lai7s were
to fee in force.

Civilisation was advancing by leaps and

78,

Congressional Debates, Vol. I, Part IV, 1833-1834,
Appehdio "p. 344- 3’
4Y.""

79,

Ibid, Section II.
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bounds until now the frontier extended to and beyond the
Mississippi river*

Missouri and Louisiana had been admit

ted as States Into the Union#

What had been an unknown

wilderness only a few years before was now being eagerly
overrun by homeseekers.

The new Indian territory was to

consist of all land west of the Mississippi not included
in the States of Missouri and Louisiana, or the Territory
of Arkansas, and all the land east of the Mississippi not
within any state,

The new basie law of 1834, which suc

ceeded the lav/ of 1802, vms to be in foroe in this territ80
ory*
In this last important law affecting the licen
sing system, the minor provisions to the greater extent,
remain unchanged.

The lav/ is somewhat strcter in regard

to whom the license should be given, with, the power to the
agent to refuse if the person is not of good character*
The trader has the poiver to appeal to the Commissioner of
Indian Affairs or even the President of the United States,
From the period of the enactment of this last
mentioned law, the fur trade has a gradual decline as an
important industry.

The gradual migration to the west,

created by discovery of gold and the desire for land,
pushed the fur industry into the background as an important
SO*

Ibid, Section I, This portion of the law may be found
quoted in the Appendix K.
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pursuit which needed the attention of an already over
burdened Government*

The fur trade was forgotten*

It

vanished before the oncoming tide of other and more import
ant interests.

It had played its important part in laying

the foundation for one ,of the greatest nations on the face
of the earth; .As the fur trade vanished, so necessity for
regulation disappeared.

From this point on, there is no

change in the licensing laws.

Trading House System
It would appear that, notwithstanding all these
precautions, the system of licensing alone was not suited
to the humane designs of the Government.

The plan of

holding intercourse with the Indian tribes by the agency ofx
private traders, in spite of the regulations with which it
was attempted to control them, was unsuited to the promot8:
ion of those relations which it was to desirable to attain.
The Government oonoluded that it would be wiser to conduct
the Indian trade itself in competition with the lioensed
traders in the field.

As a result of this feeling, the

Government, as early as 1796, established a system of trad
ing houses.
81.

American State Papers, Indian Affairs, Vol. II, No
T 6b',” p T ' ^ . ------ ----
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President Gebrge Washington is given credit for
the origin of the idea which resulted in this system.

His

various expeditions into the western territory had given
him a broad knowledge of the condition of affairs there.
As early as 1753, he had been sent by Governor Dinwiddle of
Virginia to ascertain the activities of the French on the
Ohio.

He had specific orders to make efforts to keep the

Indians of that territory loyal to the English.

He v/as

later active as a military leader under Braddook in his
unsuccessful campaign against Fort Duquesne.

He had been

active in attdmpting to locate a feasible outlet for trade
via the Potomac to the upper waters of the Ohio.

All these

activities had acquainted him with the importance of the
relations between the white man and the Indian.
All this experience and knowledge was no doubt
behind the recommendation which he made inaa speech to both
houses of Congress on December 3rd, 1793, when he said,
"After they shall have provided for the present emergency,
it will merit their most serious labors, to render tran
quility with the savages permanent by creating ties of
interest.

Sext to a rigorous execution of justice on the

violators of peace, the establishment of commerce with the
Indian nations on behalf of the United States is most like
ly to conciliate their attachment.

But it ought to be
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conducted without fraud, without extortion, with constant
and 'plentiful supplies, with a ready market for the com
modities of the Indians, and a stated price for what they
give in payment, and recfetve in exchange*

Individuals will

not pursue such a traffic, unless they he allured by the
hope of profit; but it will be enough for the United States
to be reimbursed only.

Should this recommendation adoerd

with the opinion of Congress, they will recollect, that it
cannot be accomplished by any means yet in the hands of the
83
president.”
These recommendations reveal not only the skelet
on of the plan for the trading house system, but also Wash
ington^ realization of the need for such a system.
he

When

that it ought bn be conducted "without fraud or

extortion", he reveals his personal knowledge of the com
mon practices which were in vogue in dealing with the Ind
ians*

to might say that Washington was not only the "fath

er of his country," as some historians put it, but also
the father of the trading house system.
The feeling for a need of a system of this kind
had not grown up out of sudden inspiration*

The experience

of stmny years had convinced the Government that a system
82.

Richardson, lames D., Messages and papers of the Pre
sidents, 1789-1897, Vol.iV fashington^'l^W,1
1p. 141*'
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of licensing alone failed to bring about the desired relat
ionship between the white man and Indian.

In speaking of

the necessity of establishing these trading houses* W. H.
Crawford, Secretary of War, states, that they were needed
for the following reasons: first, to secure the Indian his
duel second, to protect him from Imposdre} third, to save
him from the deadly affects of alcohol} and forth, to wean
him from his tribal llfefc so that, when settlement should
have swallowed up his domains and destroyed his ancient
means of subsistence, he would accept his new position
83
without deep reluctance.
Since the beginning of exploration and settle
ment, the Indian had been unfairly exploited by the fur
trader.

A good number of the traders were in the business

for what they could get out of it.

f&ey were not particul

arly concerned whether or not the Indian received a fair
price or a fair ethare of goods in trade in return for his
fur.

In the beginning of the history of the fur trade, the

Indian was naturally very ignorant of the value of the fur
and could be easily cheated.

As he became more experienced,

he became a shrewd dealer and could not be easily cheated*
The trader learned very early, however, that with the use
of alcohol, he could cheat the Indian out of practically
8$.

Chittenden, v o l. I, pi. 12.
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all he had at a very email coat,

This practice grew to

great proportions until the use of alcohol or rum became
one of the main commodities of the trade.

The fact that

the Knglish were able to draw so much trade from the Ind
ians in western New York, was because of their rum.

After

1723 , it displaced the French brandy in the trade of the

84
coast.
The Government was aware of these practices and
realized the demoralizing effect which they had upon the
susceptible red man.

They were prompted by a spirit of

charity toward the Indian in the establishment of the trad
ing house system.

They wished to bring him in actual con

tact with men who represented the Government, who were,
themselves, hot interested in exploitation, but rather,
prompted by a desire to do good and to do away with a
85
hitherto bad situation.
There are three important things to note in con
nection with the trading house system.

The Indian was to

do his hunting and then bring his furs to the trading house
84.

Weeden, William B., Economic and Social History of
New England. Boston, 1690, p. 459, Vol. II.

85.

This point of view is brought out by Washington in his
speech on Deo. 3rd, 1793, to both houses of Congress
when he states in part as a recommendation to Congress
for the establishment of trading houses,”it will merit
in part their most serious labors to render tranquil
ity with the savages permanent by treating ties of
interest. Richardson, Vol. I, p. 141.
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for sale.

The trading house was not to supply the Indian

on oredit.

Liquor was not to be dispensed to the Indian.

The praotioe of having the Indian do the hunting and bring*
ing his furs to the trading house for sale was not a new
praotioe.

It was a polioy pursued in the.early days of the

Hudson's Bay Company, before the Northwest Company forced
it to go out into the field and actually get the furs.
Indian oredit was also an evil which the Government was
trying to destroy.

The Government desired to oreate in the

minds of the Indian a sense of thrift.

The Indian would

often fail to bring his furs baoi: to the trader from whom
he had reoeived oredit.

This praotioe developed in him
86

a spirit of dishonesty in dealings whioh was demoralizing.
On April 18th, 1796, Congress passed the law
87
whioh created the trading house system. In this law the
President of the United States was given the authority to
establish trading houses ttat such places on the western
frontiers, or in the Indian country, as he shall Judge most
convenient for the purpose of carrying on a liberal trade
with the several Indian nations within the limits of the
United States."

The.Eresident was also given the power to

appoint the agents of the trading houses.

These agents were

86.

This is brought out in the letter of Bernard Pratte
and Robert Stuart to James Barbour, Secretary of War,
in 1826, Senate Documents. Serial No. 127, Boo. No. 58.

87.

Annala of Congress. 4th Congress, 2nd session, 17961797, p. 28897 This law may be found quoted in Appen
dix C.
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to take an oath to faithfully perform their duties as the
President should regulate,

They were required to be bonded

and to make semi-annual reports,to the Secretary of the Tre
asury,

These.agents and olerks werennot to be direotly or

indirectly Interested in carrying on the business of trade
or oommeroe on their own account,.

The prices of goods to

be sold were to be so regulated that they did not diminish
the capital stock furnished by .the Government,

The Presid

ent was authorized to draw annually from tbe Treasury a
sum of eight thousand dollars, exclusive of allowances to
agents, to be appropriated for the purpose of carrying on
trade and intercourse with the Indian nations,

Agente and

olerks were not to receive from the Indians in the way of
trade or barter, a gun, or other artiole commonly used in
hunting, any instrument of husbandry, cooking utensil of
the kind usually obtained by the Indians in their inter
course with the white people, or any artiole of olothing,
except furs.
The Government meant this trade to be carried on
in such a way that it would not be a losing proposition
financially.

There was no attempt at prioe fixing in this

law, but rather, that the goods purohased by the Govern
ment should not be sold at a loss,
interested fin their own account.

Agents were not to be
The Government undoubt

edly fs&t that if these men were interested on their own
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account, corruption might arise which would defeat the pol
icy of the Government in putting the laws into practice#
This first law of 1796 was to remain in force for
a period of three years.

As a result it was necessary to
88
revive It again in 1799* Each succeeding aot was passed
for only a short period of time so that we find the gover

nment reviving the law at regular intervals.

About the only

change which we find in these succeeding revivals is in the
amount of money appropriated for their continuance.
89
The law of 1805, entitled, "An Aot making appro
priations for carrying into effect certain Indian treaties
and for the purpose of Indian trade and Intercourse", is
particularly interesting, because It makes an appropriation
of one hundred thousand dollars for the establishment of
additional trading houses and five thousand dollars for the
exploration of the Indian country to ascertain good locat
ions for their establishment#

This led to the famous exped90
itlon of Pihe to the headwaters of the Mississippi.
The law of 1806 is also interesting because it is
the first intimation of the extension of Government contr&l
88. Annals of Congreas, 5th Congress, 1797-1799, fol* III,
p,""'3956, Changes in this law over that of 1796 quoted
in Appendix E,
89# Ibid. 9th Congress, 1st session, p. 1287,
90, Pike, Montgomery, The Expeditions of Zebulon Montgomery
Pike, (edited by Elliot Coues) New York, 1895.
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of the fur trade west of the Mississippi river.

The im

portant changes in this Act over the Act of 1796 are em
bodied in Section 1* in which, the President is given the
authority to establish trading houses "at such posts and
places on the frontiers* or in the Indian country, on either
or both sides of the Mississippi river, as he shall judge
most convenient for the purpose of carrying' on a liberal
trade with the several Indian nations within the United
States, or their territory", and in Section 10, whbre the
money appropriated for carrying on the trade was raised
from one hundred and fifty thousand to two hundred and
sixty thousand dollars.
day’s treaty of 1794, permitted British traders
to trade within the territory of the United States provid
ed that they conformed to the regulations of the united
States.

Their influence over the Indians, however, was

thought to be dangerous.

It“was for the purpose of keeping

the British In check, and to convince the Indians of the
newly acquired territory of loulsiana that the Government
had indorsed in this trading house system law of 1806, the
policy of maintaining trading houses along the Canadian
frontier at such places as Chicago, Ft. Wagner, and Detroit,
91.

Annals of Congress*' 9th Congress, 1st session, 1805-
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Pike recommended that posts be established at the mouth of
the Gulsoonaing* at the Falls of the St, Anthony, on the
St, peters and on the St. louis river at the head of lake
Superior, in the hope that through the establishments the
trade via the Mississippi, the Red river of the North, and
92
the Great lakes,.might be brought under control.,
Trading houses were established in various plaoes
not only us Indian civilizing and moralizing agencies, but
also for protective and eeonomio reasons.

Because of the

newness of the Missouri Territory, only one was ever es
tablished In it up to the time of the abolition of the sys
tem*

This was located on the Missouri river, at Fort Osage,

forty miles below the present site of Kansas City,

All
93

other trading houses were east of the Mississippi.
The Government, by going into the trading house
system, was actually in the fur business.

All through its

rather short career, it was more or less of an experiment.
Eaoh new law was passed only for a short time*

It was an

experiment which did not, in any sense in whioh it was in
augurated, bring to a suocessful olimax any of the noble
purposes for whioh it was put into praotioe.
98*

Coman, Vol. I, p. 285-286.

93,

Chittenden, Vol. I, p. 12,
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to Beaton on January 19th, 1882, John Biddle states that
only a small part of the wants of the Indians were supplied
by the trading housesj that the Indians receivedcno partibul94
ar benefit from the system.
While the Government had excellent motives for the
control of the fur trade in the establishment of the trading house system, it did not work out as they had intended
that it should.

By going into this business, the govern

ment lowered itself to the level of a competing trader am95
ong a horde of irresponsible and frequently lawless rivals.
The policy of the trading house was that the Indian was to
do the hunting and bring the furs to the faotory for sale.
The trading house did not supply the Indian on credit and
would not dispense liquor* The individual trader, on the
other hand, did not have his post in one place and did not
expect to have the Indian come to him with his furs.

He

accompanied the Indian to the actual grounds where the fur
was tafeen and there exchanged for the furs.

He gave the

Indian credit and smuggled liquor into the oountry to be
used in the trade in spite of regulations against it.
liquor was the most powerful weapon to be used in the com94,

American State Papers, Indian Affairs, Vol. II, Ho.

95,

Chittenden* Vol. I, p. 13.

96,

Ibid, p. 14.
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petition with other traders, and was freely used.
According to some authorities, the Government
would have been wise to have taken over the entire fur trade

97
to itself, or given a monopoly to some large concern*
conditions would probably have been much better.

The

The Hud

son* s Bay Company is an example of a company being given
a monopoly.

While they did not hesitate to usei liquor in

the trade with the Indians where competition with some other
company or Individuals necessitated it£ they realized the
*

evil effents of the liquor upon the Indian and refrained
from using it in parts of their territory where they had
3

no competition.
concern.

This was in the early history of their

Except when it was struggling with the northwest

Company or the Amerioan Pur Company along our borders, the
oonduot of its business secured the greatest good to the
Indians.

It had as its policy of dealing with the Indians,

that no liquor was to be used; a fixed basis of prices; and
menv
*of experience who were often related to the Indians
by marriage, were their traders*

They were always at peace
98
with the Indians where they had no competition.
In her passage of the trading house law, the
Government had all of these things in mind.

It had a de

sire to bring about the greatest good to the Indian.

The

97.

Amerioan State Tapers* Indian Affairs, Vol. II, No.

98.

Chittenden, Vol. I, p. 17.
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reports •of Mr, Xeake, from, the Committee of Indian Affairs,
99
corroborates the above statement* In thbS report of 1820,
in part he states, "It was commenced, and has been contin
ued,- from motives both of prudence and humanity; and though
it may not have fully realized the expectations of its fri
ends, it has no doubt produced beneficial results*

Wars

have not been prevented by it, they probably, without it,
would, have been more frequent; and if the Indians have made
but little advances in civilization, they probably, without
it, would have made less*

If greater effects have not re

sulted, it Is to be attributes not to want of dependence on
the part of the Indians on commercial supplies, but to the
defect© in our system of intercourse with them."
For the Government to create a policy of monop
olizing the trade, would have been contrary to the spirit
of American Institutions,

The spirit of our Government is

opposed to monopolies of all kinds,
probably the outstanding opponent of the trading
house system in. Congress was Thomas H* Benton*

Being a

citizen of the frontier settlements, he had seen the work
ing of the system, and from the time he became a member of
Congress he fought to repeal the law and abolish the system.
Soon after he had gained admission to a seat la the Senate,
99,

Amerioan State Papers* Indian Affairs* vol* II* Ho,
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he communicated to Mr# Calhoun, Secretary of War, the de
fects of the system and his desire to have the system abol
ished#

He was opposed to it because it failed to material

ize any of the great ideals for whioh it had been founded
under the instigation of President Washington.

He states,

"it was soon suspected that this system did not wdrk as
disinterestedly as had been expected...no counteraction to
British traders...an injury to our own fur trade...a loss
to the United States."

He brought out the fact that after

the law had been repealed it was found that "the Indians
have been imposed upon in the quality and prices of the
goods sold them; a general trade had been carried on with
the whitos as well as with the Indians; large peroentums
had been charged upon everything sold; and the total cap
ital of three hundred thousand dollars was lost and gone."
He maintained that the entire history of the system was an
expeiimeab whioh resulted in no good to the Indian or
100C
white.
As we here seen in the review of the' law of 1796
whioh created this system, the capital whioh the Govern
ment appropriated was to be maintained without diminution,
and the system was to be self supporting.

According to

Senator Benton, it seems that the capital was all lost.
100.

Benton, Thomas H*, Thirty Years in the United States
Senate, Hew York, 1854, vol. I. p. 20-21.
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There is no doubt but that a great deal of corruption en
tered into the system as is illustrated by Benton,

The

defenders of the system lauded its operation, and constant-

101
ly brought in the name of Washington as its author*
However, under the leadership of Senator Benton,
a bill finally passed the Congress, in 1822, whioh abolish-

102
ed the system*

Under this law, the President of the Un

ited States was given the authority and "required to cause
the business of the United States trading houses among the
Indian tribes to be olosed, and the accounts of the Superin
tendents of Indian trade, and of the factors and sub-factors,
to be settled*”

The President was to select from the agents

certain men, who were to be bonded, to see to the closing of
this business, receive the accounts, goods, and peltries,
and mahe final report to the Congress of the United States.
Thus we see the passing of the trading house
system*

Tha faot that they did not use the best articles

in their trade handicapped them.
industry,

They patronised home

Goods manufactured in the United States were In

ferior to those manufactured in England.

The Indian was a

good iudge of the articles in whioh he traded and was not,
at this late date* easily le<iu to trade for Inferior goods.
101.

Ibid, p. 20-21.

102.

Annals of Congress, l?th Congress, 1st session, Vol.
I, p. 2606-2608'. This law may be found quoted in
full in the Appendix &.
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The Government traders were Government officials, and be
cause of their lack of experience with Indians, they failed
to understand the Indian* He was a stranger to them,

They

failed to recognize the fact that they were dealing with
children who liked to receive presents*
sents.

They gave no pre

The individual trader, on the other hand, offered

the Indian foreign Imported goods of the best kind; he un
derstood the Indian and as a result, in spite of the better
bargain that the Indian might have gotten from the trading
houses, the individual trader got the greater amount of the
103
business.
The system, of course, had other enemies besides
Senator Benton.

Practically every trader outside of iti

and especially the larger trading companies, were opposed
to it.

The trading house out into the business of these

larger concerns*

"As it (the Indian trade) now stands,"

wrote Charles Gratiot to y. I. Asyor in 1814, "it is too
precarious for anybody to hazard anything in. it unless the
104
factories were to be abolished."
Thus, after a quarter of a century of existence,
the trading house was closed up and the Government went
out of the fur business.

To say that the system was an ab-

-a

103.

Chittenden, Vol. X, p. 14.

104.

Ibid, p. 77.
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solute failure would toe going too far.

leaders of Congress

were convinced that the system must toe discontinued,

^ust

how much pressure was brought to bear toy large operators in
the fur business will never toe Known,

it is certain that,

because this, was the period of organization of the larger
Amerioan Companies, no doubt influence was brought to bear
toy them for economic rather than sentimental reasons.

Goods of the frade
fhe fur trade was based upon the exchange of one
type of goods for another.

If the Indian had not had some

thing that the white man wanted, and vice-versa, innuraerexpeditions into an unknown wilderness would never have
been tried; the rapid growth and settlement of the Herth
American continent would have been much retarded,

fhe

greater protion of the earlier exploring expeditions were
made for the purpose of finding new and richer fields of
trade, Uhese explorers and traddrs sought an artiole which
w o u ld

bring, in return for their efforts a profit.

Goods

were the basis of the trade.
Fur to the fur trader was as gold to the pros*
pector.

He was willing to undergo the most daring and fool-

hardy experiences in order to secure the valuable pelts.
It lured him from the quHJb and uneventful life of civil-
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iaed communities into lands of hostile Indians and hard*
ships.

The tales of the fur trader are almost unbelievable

in this day and age,

Sinoe it was through hunting that the

Indian secured his means of subsistence, he Jtnew the habits
and haunts of the fur bearing animals.

It

through the

Indian that the white man received and sought the fur*
The Indian, on the other hand, soon learned that
the furs which he gathered had a value.

The white man had

many things which he had never seen before and whioh great
ly pleased his savage vanity.

He learned that with the fur

hie oould secure from the white man many useful and ornamen
tal articles.

He was willing to spend many days in hunting

in order that he might trade for these articles.

At first

these articles represented to him mere luxuries whioh sat
isfied his curiosity.
necessities.

Finally he found that they became

He was not Interested in profit at first, but

rather the advantages which they represented to the better
ing of his living conditions*
Thus we see how profit on the one hand, and aavage
vanity on the other brought about a relationship between the
white man and the savage.
together.

This desire for goods brought them

It developed to such proportions, that for over

two centuries it created problems whioh men attempted to
solve and regulate.
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in these early days before settlement had fin*
ally wiped out the frontier* the North American continent.
abounded In fur bearing animals*

Bears* wolves* lynx,

fishers, muskrats, foxes (both red and cross) and bearer
105
were found in abundance*
Most, important of all to the
trader was the beaver.

Because of its great demand for.

hats, it beoame most.valuable.

Among the trading posts and

all along the frontier, it was the money of the day, an
item entering into every day life*

It was the medium of

exchange*

Not only the Indian, but everyone bought his
106
goods with furs.
When the white man went into the Indian country,
he took with him blankets, various colored cloths and
shrouds, beads, brooches, arm-bands, ear-bobs, wampum, shawls,
handkerchiefs, ribbons, sleigh-bells, looking-glasses,
combs, knives, scissors, shot, powder, guns, tobacco, liq
uor, and many other things that tickled the Indian’s fanoy.
These he would exchange for .the fur whioh the Indian had
107
collected. Thus we see that the trade was of a most prim
itive type.

During its whole period it was based upon bar

ter.
105,

Chittenden, Vol, I, p. 2-5,

106,

Johnson, p. 51,

i°7,

Ibid. p. 168.
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This trade of the savage Indian with the civil
ized white developed several problems whioh disturbed the
minds of the more censcieneious raeh*

Cheating* defrauding

and extorting, became common practices.

The more lawless

trader tools every opportunity to talce advantage of the ig108
norant Indian.
Another important problem was that whioh was
created by the fierce competition between individual traders,
between companies and individuals, and between traders of
different nations*

In order to secure the trade for him

self, the trader used every means he could devise to belit109
tie his competitor in the eyes of the Indian*
This dev
eloped enmities and animosities amongst traders, Indians,
and nations, which had serious and far reaching effects.
Probably the most serious of all was the demoralizing ef
fect which the trade had upon the Indian.
his respect for the white man*

The Indian -lost

When he saw how one rival

trader acted; toward the other, he thought all white men
were the same.

He did not come in contact with the better

type.

On the whole, the fur traders were a rough, greedy,
110
unprincipled group.
108,

Ibid, p. 5, Wrax&ll*s, Introduction, p. 9.
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However, the greatest source of demoralization
oame through the use of liquor in the trade,

After the

Indian had imbibed a taste for the *?hite man’s brandy, the
deslrd for it became so great that he was willing to ex
change the. costliest furs for it, . Drunken brawls, law-"
lessness and fraud were the natural outcome.

He would ex

change several months of hard labor in hunting furs for a
few drinks, causing starvation and lack of clothing to

111
his family.
In attempting to regulate the trade, the (Govern
ment was not unaware of these problems.

We have already '

noted how the Government, through the licensing system and
through the1 trading house system conscientiously tried to
bettor some of these conditions.

In the original law which

was passed by Congress in 1790, the Government specifical
ly prohibited the white trader to trade an Indian out of
his gun, or other article commo&iy used in hunting, any in
strument of husbandry, cooking utensil, the kind usually
obtained by the Indians in their Intercourse with the white
112
people, or article of clothing, except skins and furs.
The Government did not wish the Indian to be den **

Ibid, p, 24-25.

112,

Annals of Congress. 1st Congress, 1789-1791, Vol. II,
p. &3ol,.......
‘
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privod of the few tools of civilization whioh he has reoelved in the course of his relations with the white man.
The only thing for whioh the trader could barter with the
Indian was his furs.

This is important, because it shows

the deep seated desire of the Government to better the oonditions of the Indian through making it impossible for the
113
trader to trade him out of these necessary tools of life.
‘ Theonly exception to this is included in the
114
law of 1796.
In this law the trader was permitted to trade
with the Indian in horses.

This was undoubtedly thought

necessary for the reason that the Indian had plenty of
horses and the white man was often in need of them.

This

trade, however, had to be under the strict supervision of
the Government.
In the trading house law of 1796, and continuous
throughout all subsequent laws on this subject, all agents
and olerks of the trading houses were instructed not to re
ceive from the Indian in the way of trade or barter, a gun,
113. This is illustrated in a letter of Cass to the Depart
ment of War. He states, "Oxen have often been given
them, upon their own request, to promote agricultural
operations* but the first time they become intosioated, it is easy to prevail upon them to exchange their
cattle for whiskey." Senate Documents, Serial Ho*
127, Document H, 58,
114. Annals of Congress, 4th Congress, 2nd Session, 1796. 1797,•p. 2909. 5Kis law is quoted in Appendix D.
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or other artiole commonly used in hunting, any Instrument
of husbandry, or cooking utensil of the kind usually obtain
ed by the Indians in their intercourse with the white peo
ple* or any artiole of clothing* except skins and furs,
115
They were restricted for the seme reason as the trader.
The article that caused the Government the great
est amount of trouble was liquor.

It became an important

article of trade when the French first set foot upon the
continent, and remained so until the end in spite of regul
ations against it.

Every Government noted its bad effects

upon the Indian and made attempts to prevent its use.
The Indian became a victim to the alcohol habit.
The lawless trader took advantage of his weakness and used
alcohol to increase his profits by getting the Indian in
toxicated and then cheating him out of all that he had.
The history of the trade is filled with incidents of this
kind.

It is pointed out by one historian that, in its in

fancy, the successful trader received a profit of as high
116
as six and seven hundred per cent.
To destroy it, or at least control it, remained
an unsolved' problem throughout the entire fur regime.
115.

Ibid,■ 4th CongresB,' 2nd Session, 1796-1797, p. 2889,
Tbis law is quoted in Appendix G.

116.

Johnson, p. 24,
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(Che French maintained that to abolish the use of alcohol
would mean the .rain of the -trade* since the ©oureurs de
bois and the English traders used it in abundance,

fhe

savage-,. they claimed, tooh his furs where he could get fire
117

water in return*
to stop it.

In spite of this view* the French tried

As early as 1633.* Champlain prohibited its

use except under strict control,' Frontenae prohibited the
carrying of it to the woods* but permitted a moderate use
©f it in. the colony.

Louis XIV issued a decree against it

in 1679* with strenuous-penalties for its violation* but
all these regulations remained as a dead letter on the sta
te books,

fhe resourceful trader found means to evade the

lie

law*
The English likewise attempted to put a stop to
the use of alcohol, but of no avail.

Sir William Johnson,

Commissioner of Indian Affairs in western Hew York, obser
ving the effect

w h ic h

it, had upon the Indian, the fraud

and cheating which went with its use, became one of the „
outstanding opponents of its use there.

He made efforts '
119
to curb Its use, but again with little success,-

117.

Ibid. p, 25*

116*

ibid* p* 41.

119.

Found, p, 294-308.
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The United States was »o exception to the rule.
The law of 1796 had prohibited the giving, bartering, or
selling of liquor to the Indians.
m akes

While the law of 1790

no reference to the distribution of alcohol, all those

who secured licenses were required to abide by the regul120
atlon as made in the law of 1786.
We have already noted how the Government, in the
creation of the trading house system, hoped to curb the use
of alcohol.

This was one of the Important motives in the

creation of the system.

The trading house was prohibited

from using it in the trade with the Indian*
In the faoe on continuing abuses, the Government
121
^n 1802 made further provisions for its control.
The pro
vision In Section 21 of this law reads, "And be it further
enacted that the President of the United States be author
ised to take such measures, from time to time, as to him
may appear expedient to prevent or restrain the vending or
distributing of spitituous liquor among all or any of the
said Indian tribes, anything herein contained to the con*

trary thereof notwithstanding.”
120,

.Amerioan State Papers, Indian Affairs, Vol. I, p. 14,
This Yaw" is 'quoTed'Tn Appendix A#

121.

Annals of Congress, 7th Congress, 1st Session, p,
IS15.
•

The exclusion of the foreigner from the Amerioan
field was no doubt partly due to hie disregard for the li
quor regulations.

The greatest violations of the liquor

regulations occurred along the borders of the United States
between the citizens and foreigners,

Pike, as early as

1806* discovered English traders in the upper waters of the
122
Mississippi trading freely with liquor.
Early traders in'

.

the upper waters of the Missouri complained of its use by
-, 123
the British,
In abolishing the trading house system in 1822,
the Government threw open the door for a fiercer competit
ion between fur trading oomapaies and individual traders.
In so doing* the Government meant* by no means, fee discon
tinue or slacken up on the regulation of the trade.

On the

contrary* it went about strengthening the existing laws* In
the same year that the trading house system was abolished*
further efforts were made to prevent the evils which had
been grox*/ing to greater proportions,
About this time, the real value of the upper Missouri began to be appreciated.

A great struggle began to

take.place between American fur trading companies for the
122, Comaa, Katherine, Economic Beginnings of the Far West*
’lew York, 1912* p,“B l C
:
123,

Public Documents, 2nd
4,

C o n g r e s s ,,

1st Session, Document
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eontrol of1this area.

The northwest Company, which had as

early as 1807 established itself, in the Columbia area, also
waged relentless war against the Americans to get the cream
of this trade,

Here again, to the less law abiding, any

method sufficed whether it was legal or not.

In spite of

regulations against it, liquor was used freely beyond the
Mississippi.

It was a comparatively easy matter to smug124,
gle liquor up the Missouri into the Indian country*
125
In a law passed in 1822,
the Government made
an effort to stop the carrying of excess liquor into the
Indian country.

This law gave the President power to have

the articles and packages of traders searched as they came
up the Missouri river.

If the trader were found with more

liquor than was prescribed on his license, his goods were
confiscated, and his license was taken away from him.

This

penalty was to great that no doubt the average trader did
124. Smith, Arthur B. Howden, John Jacob Astor, Philadelphia,
1929, p. 215, states, "Carried lie flat kegs, adjustible
to pack saddles and readily concealed beneath wagons
loads of lawful goods, alsohol remained a staple ofA
thr fur trade to the very last.
In a letter of Thomas 1, MoKenney to the Secretary
of War, 1826, he states in part; "The source of diffi
culty is to be found in the necessity whioh the traders
esteem themselves to be under to carry spirituous liq
uors into the Indian country; and it is from this souroe that so much wretchedness and so many evils proceed,"
"It is believed that sound policy, fto less than
justice and humanity, requires that it should be made
a capital offense for any person to furnish spirituous
liquor to the Indians." Senate Document, Serial No, 127,
Document Nol 58, p. 7,
125, Annals of Congress, 17th Congress, 1st Session, Vol. II,
1822, p. 2610. fliis law is quoted in Appendix H,
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not wish to take the chance of getting caught.

Inspectors
126
were stationed at Leavenworth, Bellvue and other places.
This law did not nean that the .trader could not
take liquor into the Indian country at all.

It was, under

the regulations of the President, permissible for him to
take so much liquor for the use of his employees.

This pri

vilege was granted In the ann|ta.l license which read, "Per
mission is hereby granted to William Sublette to take to the
places designated for carrying on trade (places designated
here) no,t: exoeeding four hundred and fifty gallons of whls127
key for the special use of his boatmen, etc."
Each trader
was compelled to give bond not to sell liquor to the Indians.
It was possible to get liquor to the trading posts
under the above provisions.

Pierre Chouteau Jr., in a let

ter to Kenneth Mackenzie, April 25th, 1818, explains how
liquor was gotten to the trading poeps of the Interior, 11
"The Government does not allow us to use liquor in our trade
with the Indians.
den, but it

On the contrary it is expressly forbid

is permittedto

boatman during

takeone.gill per day for each

theperiodof theirabsence...that
128

twelve months."
126.

Chittenden, Vol. I, p. 22.

127.

Ibid,

p. 25.

128.

Ibid,

p. 25.

is,
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.

The provisions of the law of 1822 did cot stop

the use of liquor in the fur trade.
common practice*

Smuggling became a,

One Company was found to even go so far

as to distill liquor out of corn raised by the Indians in
the distant posts,

A distillery was discovered later on

at Fort Union* in 1834, a post which had been established
on the Fork of the Yellowstone and the Missouri, by.the
American Fur Company.

This infraction of the law was pun129
ished according to the law.
Further evidence as to the functioning of this

law is brought out in an investigation which was made by
130
the Senate in 1832.
Joshua Pilcher, who was one of the
contributors of information in the investigation, among
other things, recommends the absolute prohibition of spir
ituous liquor in the Indian country.

He states in regard

to this, "the several laws regulating trade and intercourse
with the Indiand tribes prohibit the selling, bartering, or
giving of spirituous liquors to the Indians.

By special

authority vested-in the Superintendent of Indian Affairs
by the President of the United States, the former is em
powered to grant permits for the use of boatmen employed
129.

Smith, p. 217. A more, detailed aocount of this is
reported in larpenteur, Charles, Forty Years a Fur
Trader, (edited by Elliot Coues) Vol. I-li, Hew
York/ 1898.

130,' Public Documents. 22nd Congress, 1st Session, Wash
ington, 1632, Document 90.
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to assist In trade, limiting the quantity to the number of
hands employed and the length of their absonoe; and talcing
bond that it is not to be sold, bartered, exohanged, or
given to the Indians.”

This privilege, he states, is ab

used,

Aocording to Pilcher, aloohol was taken into the
131
Indian country, diluted and used in the Indian trade.
Other contributors in this investigation of 1832,
auoh as John Jaoob Astor, Alphonso Wetmore, Kenry R. School

craft, Thomas Dougherty, and others, point out praotioally
the same conditions.

The views and findings of these men

were apparently of great importance in molding subsequent
legislation.

Congress made conscientious efforts to better

the conditions according to the recommendations of these
men.
Probably the most important result of this Sen132
atoriel investigation is embodied in the law of 1834.
This law places an absolute prohibition upon liquor in the
Indian country in any form, "except such supplies as shall
be neoessary for the offioers of the Unitdd States and
troops of the service, under the direction of the War De
partment."

It was now possible for any person in author-

131.

Ibid, Doo. 90, p. 5-11.

132.

Congressional Debates, Vol. X, Part IV, 1833-1834,
Appendix, p. 344-347. Important parts of this law
are quote-: in Appendix K.
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ity who had reason to suspect any individual of attempt
ing to introduce spirituous liquor into the Indian country,
to not only inspect the "boats as they came up the river,
but also the places of deposit.

In case the individual

was found to possess any liquor, all the goods of the of
fending party could be seined, half to go to the informer,
and the other half to go to the,Government,

The license

of the offender could be revoked and his bond put in suit.
In this respect, also, the law provided for the prevention
of the setting up of distilleries and the power of the
proper authorities to destroy them, with a severe penalty
for the violation of the same.
As we have already noted, It had been possible
for traders to take a certain amount of liquor Into the
Indian country for the use of their boatmen, but now we
see that the Government is trying to put a stop to the ap
parent abuses of this privilege by making absolute pro
hibition.

It was a well known fact that much of the liq

uor that went up the Missouri river for the use of the
boatmen and employees found its way to the Indians and was
used in the trade.

There is no doubt, however, that the

good intentions of the Government, in spite of these new
provisions, were disregarded by the lawless type of Indian
trader.

Smuggling liquor into the Indian country continued
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and even the distilling of liquor was discovered at Fort
Union in 1834,

The main offenses seem to be made by the

small trader, however, as the larger companies were more
easily watched and their operations were no doubt founded
133,
on higher principles.
In dealing with the Indians, liquor has remain
ed a problem even up to recent times.

As connected with

the fur trade, however, It has declined with the decline
of that branch of commerce*

Wo other important regulations

were passed from this time on in its connection with fur
trading.
The Government of the United States had little
success in bringing about a satisfactory oondltion in its
attempts to enforce these liquor regulations.

The vast

ness of the terJrl>$ory to which they applied made it pract
ically Impossible to apprehend the violators.

The traders

found it comparatively easy to evade detection or appreh
ension.

Smuggling continued, and the fact that the regul

ations did not prohibit liquor from settlements that were
carved out of the Indian country, made it possible for the
Indian to get it from the settlers, if he was unable to get
it from the trader.

His desire for it did nordimlnish and
134
he was willing to go to great lengths to secure it.
133.

Smith, p. 213-217.

134.

Johnson, p. 151-152.
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Another problem which arose out of the goods of
trade was the question of duties on English manufactured
articles,

England, at this time, was the leading manufact

uring country in the world.

The quality of her goods was

superior to those manufactured in the United States,

The

United States had not become very important, a* yet, as a
manufacturing country.

It is true that some manufacturing

was being done, but the quality of these articles was not
oomparable to those of the English,

In her desire to pro

mote hoae industry, the United States placed duties on Eng
lish manufactured goods.
forty to sixty peroent.

These duties amounted to from
This worked to the disadvantage of

the American traders in their competition with the British
135
traders, and much oomplaining resulted.
In his report to the Senate in 1832, Cass states
that one of the greatest disadvantages of the Indian trade
was the duty on Indian blankets and other articles.

He

points out the fact that the British did not have to pay
duties on the goods which they used or a duty was not im
posed upon their furs on the English market.

As a result,
136
the British could undersell the American trader.
Joshua

Pilcher recommends the abolition of duties on suoh articles
135.

Public Documents, 22nd Congress, 1st Session, Doc, 90,
p T “Su

136.

Ibid. p. 5.
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as are especially imported for the Indian trade and the im
position of duties on furs from foreign oountries equal to
137
that imposed on these articles by the same country*
John
Jacob \stor, Alphonso Wetmore, Henry Sohooloraft, Thomas H*
Dougherty, and others, in reporting the disadvantages, are
practically unanimous in malting the same recommendations*
As a result of these recommendations, Mr. Benton,
on January 4th, 1832, introduced a bill into Congress to
138
reduce the duty on Indian blankets.
This bill, however,
did not win the favor of the majority in Congress, so it was
not passed*

The protectionist policy which had been insti

tuted a few years before, persisted.

Any attempt to lower

duties on goods manufactured in foreign countries, which
competed with the American manufactured goods was not met
with a great deal of favor.

The working of the System
The entire polioy of regulation, which the Gover
nment put into force, did not work out as the Government
had intended that it should.

Human greed for material

137.

Ibid, p. 5-11.

138.

Congressional Debates. Vol. VIII, Bart I, Doc. p. 49-
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wealth blinded the average trader to humanitarian policy of
the Government,

He, as a rule, was not interested in the

Indian, but, rather, used him as a tool to further his perj

sonal enterprises,

The fur trade was his business.

it he secured his means of livelihood.

From

If Government re

gulations stood in the way, it was comparatively easy for
him to find a way to nullify them as far as he was concern
ed,
Probably the thing tha t contributed most to the
lack of functioning of the system was the vastness of the
territory over which it applied.

A Superintendent, located

ia St. Louis, responsible for the enforcement of the regul
ations over suoh a vast territory as Louisiana, had before
him a hopeless and impossible task.
was going on in any part of it.

He knew little of what

With the primitive means

of travel which existed at that time, it took months and
years to inspect or gain a knowledge of the working of the
system, to say nothing of trying to enforce iti
Probably one of the most valuable and revealing
Sources of information as to the working of the system in
the earlier period, was the expedition of Pike to the
139
sources of the Mississippi in 1806.
The purpose of this
expedition was to keep the British in check and to convince
the Indians of the newly acquired Louisiana Territory that

139. Goman, p. 285-286. Vol. I.
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the Government had indorsed in the trading house law of
1806 the policy of maintaining trading houses along the
Canadian frontier.
Pike found British subjects were operating il
legally in this territory.

One named Murdook Cameron had

taken liquor and sold it to the Indians on the St. Peter.
Cameron’s partner, who was operating farther down the riv
er, was found guilty of the same praotioe.
was detected in the same praotioe.

Ia Jennisse

When Pike demanded his

license, all ho could produce was a certificate on the
goods sold in the Indian country.

He also found that the

British were distributing medals to the Indians.

He told

these representatives of the Northwest Company that they
would have to stop the distribution of medals and show
respect for the laws of the United States.

He found the

British flog flying at Sandy Lake, where, when he asked
whyk he was told it belonged to the Indians.
he also found the British flag flying.

At Leach Lake
140
He shot it down.

While at Leach Lake, he drew up a careful state
ment in writing of the limitations under which the foreigner
might operate within the boundaries of the United States.
British traders were to be amenable to the jurisdiction of

140.

Ibid,

p. 286.
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the tfnited States; they must obtain licenses of our agents;
they must pay duties at the frontier; they must abstain from
giving or selling liquor to theIndians; they must refrain
from distributing British flags and medals to the Indians;
141
and must stop flying the British flag from their posts.
While these rules, as laid down by PBce, embodied
the policy of the Government toward the foreigner, whom
she allowed to trade within her boundaries, and while they
were fair in every respect, Plhefs expedition had no last
ing effect.

Congress was too occupied in the contest with

Great Britain, that culminated in the War of 1812, to pay
much attention to what was happening on her frontiers.

The

Horthwest Company continued to operate in the Mississippi
valley and maintained posts at Maehinaw, Fort du lac, and
Prairie du Chlen.

The British flag flew over the later
142
post as late as 1815.
Thus we can see that as far as the region of the

upper Mississippi was concerned, the policy of the Govern
ment was not functioning at all#

This same condition was

probably characteristic of the greater part of the fur
trading area.
For the period after the War of 1812, a letter
written by Thomas Biddle to Colonel H. Athinson, In 1819,
141.

Ibid, p. 287.

142.

Ibid, p. 288.
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from Gamp Missouri, on the Missouri river, gives us reveal
ing information as to the functioning of the laws in that
section.

In this letter he states, "these traders are con

tinually trying to lower each other in the eyes of the Ind
ians, not only by abusive words, but by all sorts of low
tricks and manoeuvres* ...The Indians, witnessing the ef
forts of these people to cheat and injure each other, and
knowing no other important white men, they readily imbibe
the idea that all white men are alike bad.

The imposing

appearance of arms and equipment of white men, and the nov
elty and convenience of their merchandise, had impressed
the Indians with a high idea of their power and importance;
but the avidity with whioh beaver skins are sought after,
the tricks and wrangling made use of, and the degradation
submitted to in obtaining them, have induoed belief that
the whites cannot exist without them, and made a great
change in their opinion of our importance, our justice and
143
our power;"
The polioy of the Government, instead of winning
the Indian over to the friendshipv ana respect of the Araerloan Government, seems to have worked in the opposite dir
ection.

One who looks into the activities of the fur trad

er, can see the seeds of future Indian hatreds being sown
143.

American State Papers, Vol. II. Indian Affairs. Ho.
T CTT"
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by these intense rivalries between traders.

These hatreds

were no doubt responsible for the need for military protect
ion which the Government found it necessary to institute
during the closing years of the trade.
That the laws failed to produce their desired ef
fects is revealed in a letter of lewis Gass to the War Dep
artment in 1826,

He states in this letter, "discretionary

authority should be vested in the agent in granting licenses.
/

Many persons obtain licenses who are utterly.unfit to enter
the Indian country.

While there they violate the laws, and
144
produce the worse effects upon the morals of the Indians,"
He is speaking here of the condition ton the Michigan Territ
ory over which he was the Governor.
The source fchich gives us the best insight into
the working of the system is the report to the Senate on
February 8 th, 1832.

On March 2nd, 1831, the Senate made a

resolution requesting the President of the United States
"to cause to be collected and reported to the Sehate, at
the next session, the most authentic information which can
be obtained of the number of names of the American citizens
who have been killed or robbed while engaged in the fur
trade, or the inland trade of Mexico, since the late war
with Great Britain; the amount of the robberies committed,
144.

Senate Document, Serial Ho. 127, Doc. Ho. 58,
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and at what plans, and by what tribes.

Also, the number

of persons who annually engage in the fur trade to Mexico;
the amount of the capital employed; and the annual amount
of the proceeds in furs, robes, peltries, money, eto.

Mao

the disadvantages, if any, which these branches of trade
labor under; and the means for their relief and orotect145
ion.”
This report consisted of a series of letters from
various men who were directly or indirectly oonoerned with
the fur trade.

lewis Cass points out that oosts had been

established at such points in the Indian country as were
deemed most favorable for the trade itself, and for the con
venience of the Indians.

There were six hundred hunters,

according to his estimate, in the territory east of the
Rookies.

There was an annual return nt this time of about
146

two hundred packs valued at about ninety thousand dollars.
He states that one of the greatest disadvantages of the
trade was the peril of the Indians.

"It is quite time,"

states Cass, "that the United States should interpose, ef
ficaciously, to put v stop as well to the depredations of
the Indians against our own citizens, as to their hostil
ities among themselves.

If this Is not soon done the evil

145.

Public Documents, 22nd Congress, 1st Session, Doc. 90.

146.

Ibid, 3)oo. 90, p. 4.
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will increase and it will be more and more felt as the Ind
ians east of the Mississippi migrate to the country west of
14?
the river#n
As to the“wording of the laws in the Indian coun
try, Andrew $, Hughes states; "Experience has fully proved
to me that the laws which are now in force, and w hioh were
intended to regulate Indian trade and intercourse, as well
as to preserve peace on our frontiers, are, in every point,
wholly inapplicable to our existing relations with the
Northwest Indians,.,,that the ma^or part of the Indian laws
should be repealed•” He further brings out the fact that
the 2taw requiring a license to trade in the Indian country
is rudely violated and that there was no method to go into
the Indian country and get them out*

He also states that

Congress passed a law requiring all aliens to take the oath
of abjurgatlon, before they could be permitted to trade with
the Indians residing withingthe territorial limits of the
United States, but questioned the ability or means of the
148
agents to keep them loyal,
William reported upon the condition of the trade
in the vicinity of the Rocky Mountains.

He had been, in

the year 1822, the clerk of the ill-fated expedition of

I47*

Ibid* Document 90, p, 4,

148.

Ibid, Documsht 90, p. 18-26.
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the Missouri Fur STompany, under the leadership of Immel and
.Tones.

He brings out in his letter to Cass the ffifficulties

of competition with the British in that territory.

He em

phasizes that two things are necessary; first, the release
of goods from duties, and second, military protection by
149
mounted soldiers*
All the other contributors to the report bring
out substantially the same points.

They stress the poor

working of the Government policy toward the fur trade.

One

is almost lead to believe that the innumerable efforts of
Conscientious men to better the conditions of the Indians
were entirely wasted.
These reports also bring to light a new problem.
This was the need for military protection for the trade.
In solving the problem of military protection,
we again find Benton championing the west.

As early as

1824, Benton had brought a bill before Congress providing

i
for a road, protaotion, and colsular service for the Mex
ican trade.

When Mexico gained her independence in 1821,

her frontiers were thrown open to foreign trade.

The State

of Missouri, beoause of her advantageous position, was one
of the first to take advantage of this new trade possibility.
Within a few years, this trade grew to a new and regular

Ibtd, Document 90, p. 26-30.

branch of internal commerce.

The route extended through

the plains of the Southwest across the border and into.Mex
ico;

The trade grew out of individual enterprise* without

Governmental protection* and even without her Knowledge*
The bill which Benton proposed passed and became law, but
the actual carrying out of the protection part was of little
consequence.

It needed more than an understanding between

Government and Governments it needed protection against the
nomadic Arabs along the route--the Indian*

Foot soldiers,

stationed at one or the other end of the route, were of no
150
value whatsoever.
The law of 179$ had given the President power to
use military force in the apprehension of violators of the
fur trading regulations*

So far as the records reveal,

very little use had been mad© of the power.

This provis

ion had been reaffirmed in subsequent legislation but had
never been of much value.

What the fur trade needed more

than anything else in this later period, was not military
force to apprehend violators of the fur trading laws, but
rather, military force to protect the trader against the
Indian which he had so greatly antagonized and abused,
One might say that the trader was the victim of his own
handiwork!

150,

B en to n , p . 4 0 .

The.,first real attempt to 'protect the trade in

%h$ .west ,1s exemplified in a bill which Mr# Benton intro-docod into Congress in- 1829, .which provided 'for ten born-'
panlen'of'soldiers to be mounted and to be stationed at*
various •places along the frontier.
.In hi§ speech before Congress-, Benton brings out
three important reasons why a policy of this hind was nec
essary#

In the firbt place, the caravans between Missouri

and Mexico needed proteotion*

Benton states, "caravans

which annually bring home large sums of gold and silver,
now experience eentia»ed losses in lives and property, for
want of the -species. of proteotion which this bill proposes
to give-**

la the second, place, it was needed to provide for

adeghate defense for' the western’frontier, and that' its
whole extent, from the Sabine to the Palls of the St# Anth
ony, to G-reen Bay was in need of protection#

In the thir®

place, he states, ".»*,#the .'security' of the fur trade, now a
dangerous pursuit to our. own citizens on our soil*.*#-" needs
151
protection*
: Because the Indians were mounted, an unmounted
garrison was of no value whatsoever*

The Indians could

approach to the very gates of the garrison, hill and scalp
151.

Congressional Debates, Vol. VI, Bart I, 1829-30, p.
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men in its view and gallop away in triumph.

A mounted force
152
on the frontier was an indispensable necessity*
Benton states in his speech, referring to the fur
trade of the interior, nIn the region of the fur trade, where
the Indians are excited by the British, the destruction of
lives and property is horrible.

The report of General Clarh

and Governor Gass, made at the last session of Congress,
estimates the loss of lives, in this trade, at upward of
four hundred; the loss of property at about five thousand
dollars.

The destruction of lives and property is still

going on and will go on, until the troops of the Federal
Government shall make an appearance beyond the Mississippi,
153
calculated to impress respect and fear upon the savage mind."
In spite of Bentons efforts, this bill failed to
pass£ but on June 15th, 1832, a bill did pass which included
practically all the things for which Benton had been strlh*
154
ing.
This bill is particularly interesting because of
the type of force which it provides for the frontier.

The

President was given power to raise five companies of rangers
152,

Ibid, p. 272,

153,

Ibid, p. 272,

154,

See Appendix I.
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for the protection of the northwest frontier.

This force

v?as to consist of men who haa been raised oh the frontier
an3 were acquainted with-its life... The sen were to furn
ish their own equipment, arms and mounts, and the Governsent in return offered tolpay them one dollar per day "as
full compensation for their services# and the use of their
arms and horses.'1 Congress evidently thought that the men
who were actually acquainted with the frontier life wore
more capable of defending it than an army recruited in the
east.

Congress was also desirous of conserving her resour

ces in mahirg such meager provisions#
This law failed to come tip to expectations.
Therefore, on the following year* Congress passed a more
substantial measure for the protection of the frontier.
The provisions of this law are much more liberal than those
of the proceeding year*

This new force was to consist of

regularly enlisted men, equiped and mounted by the Govern155
man t*
With the addition of the States to the Union,
carved out Of the old Indian territory, and with the add
ition of the policy of the Government of removing the Ind
ians to the Indian country west of the Mississippi and on
to reservations, the Government ran into the difficulty of
155*

See Appehdix j.

having the Indians refuse bo leave their old hunting grounds
Tfuey treaties had been made.with the Indians to this effect
bat they were wont to disregard the treaties made between
156
the United States Government and their, chiefs# ' They even.
went so far as to shoot their -chiefs who had been responslble for.mhlng the treaties#.
41 this time* 1835* there were two hundred and
fifty thousand Indians between the Mississippi river and
the Eochy Mountains*

They were in a great spirit of unrest

and threattoed the frontier settlements*

senator linn of

Missouri, introduced a bill for the increase of military
protection of the west, as the result of this condition*
It was thought that the Mexican* Santa Anna* had had some
thing to do with the incitation of the Indians against the
157
American frontier.
As a result of these threatened hostilities, Con
gress passed a law on May 23rd, 1836, providing for the
158
increase of the military force on the frontier*
The
force was increased to ten thousand men and added appropri
ations for use in the suppression of Indian hostilities*
In the same year* Congress passed another act which pro*
156.

Congressional Debates* Vol. Ill* Part I* 1835-1836,

157*

Ibid, vox* III* part If, p* 1385-1395.

158,

Ibid, Vol. XII, PaiJt IV, Appendix p. 12*
X."
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vided for the building of a military road from some point
on the right bank of the Mississippi river, between the
month of the St, Peter’s and the mouth of the Pes Moines
rivers, This was for the purpose of aiding in the military
protection of the frontier*
In 1829, Major Bennett Riley was ordered to accom
pany the spring care.von to the Mexican border*

Again in

1834, an expedition was sent out for the same purpose,
under the leadership of Captain Y?ha$ton, to protect the
Sante Fe

traders.

This policy was abandoned, however, and

not usea again for some time. The caravans were so large
that they could protect themselves.

Furthermore, this

method of protection was too expensive.
The protection of the actual fur trader of the in
terior against the depredations of the Indians was more or
less of a failure.

Stealing and murdering by the Indians

continued in spite of the military posts along the frontier,
the semblance of authority in the form of military exped
itions sent into the Indian country might have liad some
temporary effect in the way of overaiving the Indian, but,
again, the vastnoss of the territory in which the trader
operated defeated any hope which tho few military posts
might have had in the way of keeping law and order.

How

could a few scattered whites hope to keep thousands of
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widely scattered Indians and traders in cheek?
The fact nmst be remembered , however^ that the
Government, in the creation of the military organizations
in the west, did actually try to heed the cry of the peo
ple for protection, but, like the other policies of the
Government, they failed to have much influence in changing
fur trading conditions to the better.
There is no doubt but that the fur trade was in
part responsible for this need of military protection.
Other things contributed also for this need.

When the

Indian saw the main source of his livelihood so rapidly
decreasing, he, no doubt, became alarmed.

The fur bear

ing animals were the Indian’s main means of subsistence*
He depended upon them for his food, clothing and shelter.
We can hardly blame him for rising up and trying to defend
his ancient hunting grounds against an ever-increas&ng
flow of immigration.

?3

Chapter I
With the annexation of Texas; the Mexican war and
the addition of a vast new territory in the Southwest; with
the discovery of gold in California and other parts of the
western territory, the fur trade sank into a minor and un
important occupation,
Prom 1843 on, the fur trade of the upper Miss
ouri, where it made its last important stand, experienced
a marked decline, until it disappeared as an important in
dustry*

Wholesale slaughter, caused by the extreme com

petition between the Americans and the British soon caused
the vast sources of supply to diminish and fade away.

The

demand for the fur, also, began to decrease, which had its
effects ttpon the importance of the industry.

The steady

flow of immigration gradually extended the frontier until
the west became a farming and mining, rather than a fur
trading area.

The discovery of gold in California in 1849,

caused hordes of gold seekers to rush into the west to sea
rch its most hidden corners, not for fur, but for the gold.
Figures from the Hudson1s Bay Company show a de
cline In production after 1843.

In 1834, twenty one thou

sand pelts wore sent from the Columbia, In 1837, twenty
six thousand seven hundred thirty-five were shipped*
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la 1848* a d'fe&ided drop may fee aofeedf when only twelve
159
thousand seven hundred fifty-six were shipped*
'.From 1843 on, there is also a decided decline in
the prices' of pelts*

In 1800, a pelt brought about one

dollar and twenty-five cents*

From 1834 to 1840, a pelt

brought about four dollars each* •From 1848, the price
160

ranged from one dollar to two dollars and fifty cents each*
This fall in price was largely'due to decline in demand for
furs*

One of’the chief sources of demand was in the making

of the beaver hat*

Mr, Astor noted as early as 1834 that"

silk' hats were beginning to take the place of the fur hat*
la 1843, nihe hundred immigrants went in one party
to the Oregon country.

From then on, the rapid flow' be

came a serious obstacle to the operations of the fur trader
in the western country*
Aid these things contributed to the d;ewn-fall of
that great industry of the west.

It had grown, flourished,

and played its part in the great drama of the west, and
*

then changing economic and social conditions oaused its
disappearance as an important Industry.

It had played Its

important part in the growth and development of the Horth
159,

Work, Introduction to, p* 47,

160,

Ibid, p, 48,
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American continent*

It is to the fur trader that we owe

our first knowledge of the land.

While he did not always

keep accurate accounts of his expeditions, and most always
not at all, he explored every nook and comer of this vast
oontinent in search of furi
gazed upon the fertile lands.

Be found the trails.

He first

He discovered the gold. In

short, he paved the way for greater and more permanent
things.

To Bay that the Government failed entirely in its
efforts to control this great industry, would he too severe
an indictment.
ed*

There is no doubt but that much good result

Generally speaking, however, the regulatory measures

of the Government failed to attain their high purposes.

In

a speech beforethe Senate, on April 18th, 1838, Mr. Tipton
of Indian, states, "But, I am sorry to say, that X know,
from personal observation, that the benevolent designs of
the Government towards this unfortunate racfe of men are sel
dom accomplished.

Hew, I know, sir, by personal experience

with the subject, that, with slight exceptions, our well
meant efforts have injured rather than benefited them.
„.,We have imposed upon them a systemi.of regulations which
necessarily holds them fast in their uncivilized habits.
Our laws recognize than only as savages headed by chiefs.” 161
161.

Congressiona1 Globe, 25th Congress, 2nd Session,
Appendix p. 269.

i n s p it e o f th e f e e t th a t' th e p o lic ie s o f - t h e
Governm ent la r g e ly f a i l e d , we cannot h e lp b n t have a f e e l to g o f h ig h re g a rd f o r th e Governm ent when we n o te I t s
n o b le e f f o r t s to b r in g a b o u t o ra o r a n a peace in th e f o r
tr a d e *

The h o p e le s s n e s s o f t r y in g to enforce- th e s e ex

c e lle n t r e g u la tio n s In, th e In d ia n c o u n try i s v e ry w e ll
exp ressed by McKeaney when he s t a te d , r,as w e ll m ig h t th e
a g e n ts a tte m p t to c a tc h a d is t a n t mid f l y i n g c lo u d , o r to
s to p th e d e c e n t o f a m ou n tain t o r r e n t ,"
162,

162
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Appendix A
An Ordinance for the regulation of Indian Affairs
Whereas the safety and tranquility of the frontiers
of the United States do, in some measure, depend on the main
taining of a good correspondence between their citizens and
the several nations of Indians in amit with them: And whereas
the United States, in Congress assembled, under the ninth artiole of confederation and perpetual union, have the sole and
exclusive right and power of regulating and managing ali affairs
with the Indians not members of any of the States; provided that
the legislative right of any State within its own limits be not
infringed or violated:
Be it ordinanced by the United States in Congress
assembled, That, from and after the passing of this ordinance,
the Indian department be divided into two districts, viz, The
southern, whioh shall comprehend within its limits all the na
tions in the territory of the United States who reside southward
of the river Ohio; and the northern, which shall comprehend all
the other Indian nations within the said territory, and west
ward of Hudson river; provided, That all councils, treaties,
communications and official transactions, between the super
intendent hereafter mentioned for the northern district and the
Indian nations, be held, transacted and done, at the outpost
occupied by the troops of the United States in the said district.
That a superintendent be appointed for eaoh of the said districts,
who shall continue in office for two years, unless sooner re
moved by Congress, and shall reside within,or as near the dist
rict for which he shall be appointed, as may be convenient for
the management of its concerns. The said superintendents shall
attend to the execution of such regulations as Congress shall
from time to time establish, respecting Indian affairs.
The
superintendent for the northern district shall have authority
to appoint two deputies, to reside in such places as shall best
facilitate the regulations of the Indian trade, and to remove
them for misbehavior. There shall be a communication of all
matters relative to the business of the Indian department, kept
up between the said superintendent, who shall regularly corres
pond with the Seoretarty of War, through whom all communications,
respecting the Indian department, shall be made to Congress;
and the superintendents are hereby directed to obey all instruc
tions which they shall from time to time receive from the said
Secretary of War. And whenever they shall have reason to sus
pect any tribe or tribes of Indians of hostile Intentions, they
shall communicate the same to the Executive of the State or
States whose territories are subject to the effect of such hos
tilities. All stores, provisions, or other property, whioh Con
gress may think necessary for presents to the Indians, shall be
in the custody and under the care of the said superintendents,
who shall render an annual acoount of the expenditures of the
same to the board of treasury.
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And be it further ordained, That none but citizens
of the United States shall be suffered to reside among the
Indian nations, or be allowed to trade with any nation of Ind
ians within the territory of the United States. That no per
son, citizen or other, under the penalty of five hundred dol
lars, shall reside among, or trade with any Indian or Indian
nation, within the territory of the United States, without a
license for that ouroose first obtained from the superinten
dent of the district, or one of the deputies, who are hereby
directed to give such license to every person who shall pro
duce from the supreme Executive of any State, a certificate,
under the seal of the State, that he is of good character, and
suitable qualified and provided for that employment, for whioh
license he shall pay the sum of fifty dollars to the said sup
erintendent, for the use of the United States. That no lic
ense to trade with the Indians shall be in force for a longer
term than one year; nor shall permits or passports be granted
to any other persons than citizens of the United States, to
travel through the Indian nations, without their having pre
viously made their business known to the superintendent of
the district, and received his special approbation. That,
previous to any person or persons obtaining a license to trade
as aforesaid, he, or they, shall give bond in three thousand
dollars to the superintendent of the district, for the use of
the United States, for his or their strict adherence to, and ob
servance of, such rules and regulations as Congress may from
time to time establish for the government of the Indian trade.
All sums to be received by the said superintendents, either for
licenses or fines, shall be annuallyaccounted for by them with
the board of treasury.
And be it further ordained, That the said superinten
dents, in trade with the Indians, on pain of forfeiting their
offices; and each of the superintendents shall take the follow
ing oath, previous to his entering on the duties of his appoint
ment: *1, A B, do dwear, that I will well and feithfully serve
the United States in the office of superintendent of Indian af9
fairs, for the —
district; that I will carefully attend to
all such orders and instructions as I shall from time to time
receive from the United States, in Congress assembled, or the
Seoretary of War; that- I will not be concerned, either directly
or indirectly, in trade with the Indians; and that, in all
things belonging to my said offioe, during my continuance there
in, I will faithfully, justly, and truly, according to the best
of my skill and judgment, do equal and impartial justice, with
out fraud, favor or affeotion.* And the superintendent for the
northern district shall administer to his deputies, the follow*ing oath, before they prooeed on the duties of their office:
"I, A. B., do swear, that I will well and faithfully serve the
United States, in the offioe of deputy superintendent of Indiem
affairs, in the northern district, that I will carefully attend
to all such orders and instructions as I shall from time to time
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receive from the United States, in Gongrees^assembled, the Sec
retary of War, or the superintendent of the district aforesaid;
and that in all things belonging to my said office, during my
continuance therein* I, will faithfully, justly and truly* accord
ing to the best of my skill and judgment, do equal and impar
tial justice, without fraud, favor or affectiontt. And the said
superintendents, and deputy superintendents, shall, each of them,
give bond, with surety, to the board of treasury, in trust for
the United States, the superintendents* each, in the sum of six
thousand dollars, and the deputy superintendents, eaoh, in the
sum of three thousand dollars, for the faithful discharge of
the duties of their office.
. And it is further ordained, That all fines and for
feitures, which may be incurred by contravening this ordinance,
shall be sued for, and recovered before any court of record with
in the United States, the one moiety thereof to the use of him
or them, who may prosecute therefor, and the other moiety to
the use of the United States. And the said Superintendents shall
have power, and hereby are authorized* by force, to restrain
therefrom, all persons who shall attempt an intercourse with the
said Indians, without a license therefor* obtained as aforesaid.
And be it further ordained, That in all cases trhere
transactions with any nation or tribe of Indians shall become
necessary to the purposes of this ordinance, whioh cannot be
done without interfering with the legislative rights of a State,
the superintendent in whose district the same shall happen* shall
act in conjunction with the authority of such State. *
Ohas. Thomson, Secretary,
Approved, August 7, 1786.
* American State Papers. Vol. I., Indian Affairs, p. 14.

Appendix B
An Aot to regulate trade and intercourse with the Indians.
Be It enacted, etc., That no person sball be permit
ted to carry on any trade or intercourse with the Indian tribes,
without a license for the purpose, under the name and seal of
the superintendent of the department, or of such other person
as the President of the United States shall appoint for that pur
pose; whioh superintendent, or other person so appointed, shall,
on application, issue suoh license to any proper person, who
shall enter into bond, with one or more sureties, approved of
by the superintendent, or person issuing such license, or by
the President of the United States, in the penal sum of one
thousand dollars, payable to the President of the United States,
for the time being, for the use of the United States, condition
ed for the true and faithful' observance of such regulations, and
restrictions, as now are, or here after shall be made for the
government of trade and Intercourse with the Indian tribes.
The said superintendents, and persons by them licensed aeaforesaid, shall be governed in all things, touching the said trade
and intercourse, by such rules and regulations as the President
shall prescribe. And no other person shall be permitted to
carry on any trade or intercourse with the Indians, without
such license as aforesaid. Ho license shall be granted for a
longer terra than two years; provided, hevertheless, That the
President may make such order respecting the tribes surrounded
in their settlements by the citizens of the United States, as
to seoure an intercourse without license, if he may deem it pro
per.
geo. 3. And be in further enacted, That the superin
tendent, or person Issuing suoh license, shall have full power
and authority to recall all suoh licenses as he may have issued,
if the person so licensed shall transgress any of the regulations
or restrictions provided for the government of trade and inter
course with the Indian tribes, and shall put in suit suoh bonds
as he may have taken, immediately on the breach of any condition
in said bond; provided always, That if it shall appear, on trial,
that the person from whom such license shall have been released,
has not offended against any of the provisions of this act or
the regulations prescribed for the trade and inte rcourse with
Indian tribes, he shall be entitled to receive a new license.
Sec. 3. And be. it further enacted, That every person
who shall attempt to trade with the Indian tribes, or be found
in the Indian country with such merchandise in his possession
as are usually vended to the Indians, without a lioense first
had and obtained, as in this act prescribed, and being thereof
convicted in any court proper to try the same, shall forfeit all
the merchandise so offered for sale to the Indian tribes, or so
found in the Indian country, which forfeiture shall be one half
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to the benefit of the person prosecuting* and the other half to
the benefit of the United States.
See* 4.
(deal® with
the sale of land)
■See-. S,
(deals with
the commission of crime in the
Indian country fey the white man.)
Sec.. #; (proceedure of apprehending criminal and
bringing him to trial.)
Sec. ?,
And,fee it further enacted* that this act.
shall fee in force for the term
of tto years, and from thenceto
the end of the next session of Congress, and no longer,*
Annals of Congress. 1789*1791* 1st Ooiigress* Vol. II,
p. .3301,

Appendix 0
An Act establishing houses with the Indians.
Be it enacted, That it shall be lawful for the Pres
ident of the United States to establish trading houses at suoh
posts and places on the western frontiers, or in the Indian coun
try, as he shall Judge most convenient for the purpose of carry
ing on a liberal trade with the several Indian nations within
the limits of the United States.
-Sec. 3. And be-it further enacted, That the President
be authorized to appoint an agent for each trading house estab
lished, whose duty it shall be to receive and dispose ,of in
trade with the Indian nations aforementioned, such goods as he.
shall be directed by the President of the United States to re
ceive and dispose of as aforesaid* according to the rules and
orders which the President shall prescribe; and every such
agent shall talce an oath or affirmation faithfully to execute
the trust committed to him;; and that he will not, directly or
indirectly, be concerned or interested in any trade, commerce,.
or barter with any Indian or Indians whatever, but on the pub
lic: account; and ehaHl also give bond, with sufficient security,
in suoh sum as the President of the United States shall direct,
truly and honestly to account for all the money, goods, and
other property whatever, which shall come into his hands, or
for whioh, in good faith, he ought so to account, and to per
form all the duties required of him by this act; and hie ac
counts shall be made up half-yearly, and transmitted to the
Seoretary of the Treasury of the United States.
Sec. 3. And be it further enacted, That the agents,
their clerks, or other persons employed by them, shall not he
directly or indirectly, concerned or interested in carrying on
the business of trade or commerce on their own or any other than
the public account, or take, or apply to his or their own use,
any amolument orgpin for negotiating or transacting any business
or trade during their agency or employment, other than is pro
vided in this act. And if any such person shall offendagainst
any of the prohibitions aforesaid, he or they shall be deemed
guilty of a*misdemeanor, and shall, upon oonviction thereof,
forfeit to the United States a sum no exoeeding one thousand
dollars, and shall be removed from such agency or employment,
and forever thereafter be incapable of holding any office under
the United States; Provided, That if any other person than a
public prosecutor shall give information of any such offense,
upon which prosecution and conviotion shall be had, one half
the aforesaid penalty when received, shall be for the use of
the person giving such information.
Sec. 4. And be it further enacted, That the prices
of the goods supplied to, and to be paid for by the Indians,
shall be regulated in such manner that the capitol stock fur
nished by the United States may not be .diminished.
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Sec. 5. And be it further enacted,.That during the
continuance of this act the President of the United States be,
and he is hereby, authorized to draw annually from the Treae- .
ury of the United States a sum hot exceeding right thousand
dollars* to be applied, under his direction, for the purpose
of paying the agents and clerics; .whioh agents shall be allowed to draw out of the public supplies two rations each, and each
cleric one ration per day.
Sec. 6; And be it further enacted, That one hundred
and fifty thousand dollars, exclusive of the allowance to agents
and clerks, be, and they ere hereby, appropriated for the pur
pose of carrying on trade and intercourse with the Indian nations
in the manner aforementioned, to be paid out of any moneys un
appropriated in the Treasury of the United States.
Sec. 7. And be it further enacted, That if any agent
or agents, their clerks, or other persons employed by them, shall
purchase or receive from any Indian, in the way of trade or bar
ter, a gun, or other article commonly used in hunting; any in
strument of husbandry, or cooking utensil, of the kind usually
obtained by Indians in their intercourse with the white people; ,
any article of clothing, (except skinde or furs,) he or they
shall, respectively, forfeit the sum of one hundred dollars for
eacft offense, to be recovered by action of debt, in the name
and to the use of the United States, in any court of law of the
United States, or of any particular State having jurisdiction
in like oases or in the Supreme or Superior Courts of the Terri
tory of the United States: Provided, That no suit shall be com
menced except•in.the State or Territory within iflich the cause
of action shall have arisen, or the defendent may reside; and
it shall be the duty of the Superintendents of Indian Affairs
and their deputies, respectively, to -whom information of every
such offense shall be given, to collect the requisite evidence,
if attainable, and to prosecute, the offender without delay.
Se. 8. And be it further enacted, That this act shall
be in force for the term of two years, and to the end of the
next session of Congress thereafter, and no longer.*
Approved, April 18,1796.
* Annals of Congress. 4th Congress, 2d Session, 1796-97.
p. 2889.

Appendix D
An Act to regulate trade and intercourse with the Indian
Tribes, and to preserve peso# on the frontiers*
Be it enacted, etc*, That the following boundary line
established by treaty between tbs United states and various
Indian tribes, shall be clearly ascertained, end distinctly
marked in all auch places as the President of the United States
shall deem necessary, and in suoh manner as he shall direct, to
wit; Beginning at the mouth of the Cuyahoga river, on Lake Sri*,
and running thence up the same, to the protege between that and
the Tuscaroras branch, of the Muckingum; thence, down that branch,
to the crossing plaoe above Fort Lawrence; thence, westerly, to
a fork of that branch of the Great Miami river running into the
Ohio, at or near which fork stook taro® iels store, and where comaenoes the protege, between the Miami of the Ohio, and Saint
Mary1* river, which is a branch of the Miami which runs into
Lake Erie; thence, a weeterly course to Fort Recovery, whioh
stands on a branch of the Wabash; thenoe southwesterly, In a
direct line to the Ohio, so as to intersect that river, oppo
site the mouth of Kentucky or Outlaw river; thenoe, down the
said river Ohio, to the tract of one hundred and fifty thou
sand acres,.near the rapids of the Ohio, whioh has been assign*
*d to General Clark, for the use of himself and his warriors;
thenoe, down the same, to a point opposite the high lands or
ridge between the mouth of the Cumberland and Tennessee riveersj
thenoe,easterly on the said ridge to a point, from whence a
southwest line will strike the mouth of Duck river; thenoe,
still easterly on the said ridge, to a point forty milee above
lashville; thenee, northeast to Cumberland river; thence, up
the said river, to where the Kentucky road crosses^the same;
thenoe to the top of Cumberland mountains; thenoe along Camp
bell** line, to the river froa whioh a line shall pas* the Holsten, at the ridge whioh divides the waters running into Little
River, from those running into the Tennessee; thence, south to
the Korth Carolina boundary, to and over the Oounna mountain,
in a southwest course* to Tugelo river; thenoe, in a direct
line, to the top of the Currahee mountain, where the Creek line
passes it; thenoe, to the head or source of the main branch
of the Oconee river, called the Appalachee; thenoe, down the
middle of the said main south branch and river Oconee, to its
confluence with Oakmilgee, whioh forms th# river Altamaha;
thence, down the middle of the said Altamaha, to the old line
on the said river; and thenoe, along the eaia old line, to th*
river Saint M*r y* a% provided always That if the boundary line
between the said Indian tribes and the United States, shall at
any time hereafter be varied by any treaty which shall be made
between the said Indians and the United States, then all the
provisions contained in this act shall be construed to apply
to said provisions now apply to the boundary line hereinbefore
recited*
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Seo. 2. And be it further enacted. Thayt if any citi
zen of, or other person, resident in the United States, or
either of the territorial districts of the United' States, shall
oross over, or go within the said boundary line, to hunt, oti in
any wise destroy the game; or shall drive , or otherwise convey
any stock or horses or cattle to range, on any lands allotted
or seoured by treaty with the United States, to any Indian tribes
he shall forfeit a sum not exceeding one hundred dollars, or
be imprisoned not exceeding six months.
Sec. 3. And be it further enacted, That if any suoh
citizen, or other person, shall go into any oountry which is
allotted or secured by treaty as aforesaid, to any of the Indian
tribes south of the river Ohio, without a passport first had and
obtained from the Governor of some one of the United States, or
the offioer of the troops of the United States oommanind at the
nearest post on the frontiers, or such other person as the Pres
ident of the United States may from time to time authorize to
grant the same, shall forfeit a sum not exceeding fifty dollars,
or get imprisoned, not exceeding three months.
Sec. 4.(Crime in the Indian Territory).
Sec. 5.(Settlement on lands in the Territory).
Sec. 6.(penalty for the murder of an Indian).
Sec. 7. And be it further enacted, That no such citi
zen, or other person, shall be permitted to reside at any of the
towns or hunting oamps, of any of the Indianatribes as a trader,
without a license under the hand and seal of the superintendent
of the department, or of such other person as the President of
the United States shall authorize to grant licenses for that
purpose; which superintendent, or person authorized, shall, on
application, issue such license, for a term not exoeedlng two
years, who shall enter into bond with one or more sureties,
approved of by the superintendent, or person issuing such li
cense, or by the President of the United States, in the penal
sum of one thousand dollars, conditioned for the true and faith
ful observance of such regulations and restrictions as are or
shall be made for the government of trade and intercourse with
the Indian tribes; and the superintendent, or person issuing
suoh license, shall have full power and authority to recall the
same, if the person so licensed shall transgress any of the re
gulations or restrictions, provided for the government of trade
and intercourse with the Indian tribes; and shall put in suit
such bonds as he may have taken, on the breach of any condition
there contained.
Sec. 8. And be it further enacted, That any such cit
izen, or other person, who shall attempt to reside in any town
or hunting camp of any of the Indian tribes as a trader, without
such license, shall forfeit all the merchandise offered for sale
to the Indians, or found in his possession, and shall moreovee,
be liable to a fine not exceeding one hundred dollars, and to
imprisonment not exoeedlng thirty days.
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Sec. 9. And be it further enacted, That if any such
citizen, or other person, shall purchase, or receive of any
Indian, in the way of trade or barter, a gun, or other artiole
commonly used in hunting, any instrument of husbandry, or
cooking utensil, of the kind usually obtained by the Indians in
their intercourse with white people, or any article of clothing,
except skins or furs, he shall forfeit a sum not exceeding fifty
dollars, and be imprisoned not exceeding ^
days.
Seo. 10. And be it further enacted, That no such
citizen, or other person, shall be permitted to purchase any
horse of an Indian, or of any white man in the Indian territory,
without special license for the purpose; which license, the
superintendent, or such other person as the President shall ap
point, is hereby authorized to grant, on the same terms, Con
ditions, and restrictions, as other licenses are to be granted
under this act. Andy any such person who shall purchase a
horse or horses under such license, before he exposes suoh
horse or horses for sale, and within fifteen days after they
have been brought out of the Indian oountry, shall make a par
ticular return to the superintendent, or other person, from
whom he obtained his license, of every horse purchased by him,
as aforesaid; describing such horses by their color, height,
and other natural or artificial marks, under the penalty con
tained in their respective bonds. And every such person pur
chasing a horse or horses, as aforesaid, in the Indian country,■
without a special license, shall, for every horse thus purchased
and brought into any settlement of citizens of the United States,
forfeit a sum not exceeding one hundred dollars, and be impris
oned not exceeding thirty days. And every person who shall
purchase a horse, knowing him to be brought out of the Indian
territory, by any person or persons not licensed as above to
purchase the same, shall forfeit the value of suoh horse.
Sec. 11. And be it further enacted, That no agent,
superintendent, orother person, authorized to grant a license
to trade or purchase horses, shall have any Interest or concern
in any trade with the Indians, or in the purchase or sale of any
horse to or from any Indian, exoepting for and on account of
the United States. And any person offending herein, shall focfcfeit a sum not exceeding one thousand dollars, and be imprisoned
not exoeedlng twelve months.
Seo. 13. (Settlement on land).
Seo. 13. And be it further enacted, That, in order
to promote civilization among the friendly Indian tribes, and
to secure the continuance of their friendship, it shall be law*ful for the president of the United States to cause them to be
furnished with useful domestic animals, and Implements of hus
bandry, and with goods or money, as he shall Judge proper, and
to appoint such persons from time to time, as temporary agents,
to ieside among the Indians, as he shll think fit: Provided,
That the whole amount of such presents and allowance to such
agents, shall not exceed fifteen thousand dollars per annum.
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Seo. 14, (Indians crossing boundary line and com
mitting crimes.)
' Sec. 15. (Court jurisdictions for criminal cases)
Sec. 16. And be it further enaoted, That it shallbe
lawful for the military force of the United States, to appre
hend every person who shall or may be found in the Indian
oountry over and beyond the said boundary line between the
United States*and the said Indian tribes, in violation of any of
the Provisions or regulations of this act, and him or them immed
iately to convey in the nearest convenient and safe route, to
the civil authority of the United States, in some one of the
three next adjoining States or districts, to be proceeded against
in due course of law: Provided, That no person apprehended by
military force as aforesaid, shall be detained longer than ten
days after the arrest and before removal.
Sec. 17. And be it further enacted, That if any per
son who shall be charged with a violation of any of the provisions
or regulations of the aot, shall be found within any of the
United States, or either of the territorial districts of the
United States, such offender may be there apprehended and brought
to trial, in the same manner as if such crime or dffense had been
committed within such State or district; and it shall be the duty
of the military force of the United StateB, when called upon by
the civil .magistrate or other proper officer, or other person
having lawful warrant, to aid and assist such magistrate, of
ficer, or other person authorized as aforementioned in arresting
such offender, and him committing to safe custody, for trial ac
cording to law.
Sec. 18. And be it further enacted, That the amount
of fines and duration of imprisonment directed by this act as a
punishment for the violation for any of the provisions thereof,
shall be ascertained and fixed, not exceeding the limits prescrib
ed, in the discretion of the court before whom the trial shall be
had; and that all fines and forfeitures whioh shall^accrue fcnder
this act shall be one half to the use of the informant and the
other half to the use of the United States; esseept where the pro
secution shall be first instituted on behalf of the United States,
in which case the whole shall be to their use.
Sec. 19. And be it further enacted, That nothing in
this act shall be construed to prevent any trade or intercourse
with the Indians living on lands surrounded by settlements of
the citizens of the United States, and being within the ordinary
jurisdiction of any of the individual States; or the unmolested
use of a road from Washington distSict to Mero district, and of
the navigation of the Tennessee river, as reserved and secured
by treaty.
Sec. 20. And be it further enacted, That the President
of the United States be and he is hereby authorized to cause to
be clearly ascertained and distictly marked, in all such places
as he shall deem necessary, and in such manner as he shall dir
ect, any other boundary lines between the United States and any
Indian tribe which now are or hereafter may be established by
trreaty.
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800 *, 31. And be It further enacted, That all and every
other act.and acts, coming within the purview of this act, shall
be and they are hereby repealed,* provided, nevertheless, That all
disabilities that have taken place shall continue and regain,, all
penalties and forfeitures that have been Incurred may be recover*ed, and ail prosecuted to final judgment under the said act or
acts, in the same manner as if the said act or acta were continued
and in full force and virtue.
...
Sec* 33* And be It further enacted, That this act shall
toe in. force for theterm of two years and from thence to the end
of the session, of Congress nest thereafter, and no longer.*

Approved.,. May 19,1738. .
*Annals of Congress. 4th Congress, 3d session, 1798-1797.
p. 3909*
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Appendix E.
An Aot to regulate trade and intercourse with the Indian
Tribes, and to preserve peace on the frontiers.
(This Aot is much the same as that of 1796, so I merely
quote the changes.)
Sec. 1. (The boundary line cited in the last law re
mains the same from the mouth of the Cayahoga river on Lake Erie,
to the point opposite the highlands or ridge between the mouth
of the Cumberland and Tennessee rivers.)—
thenoe southeaetwardly on the said ridge, to a point from whence a southwest line
will strike the mouth of Duck river; thence still eastwardly on
the said ridge to a point forty miles above Vashvllle; thenoe,
northeast, to Cumberland river; thence up the said river, to
where the Kentucky road crosses the same; thence to the Cumber
land mountains to Emery's river; thence down the same to its
function with the river Clinoh to Hawkin's line; thence along
the same to a white oak, marked "one mile tree", thence south
fifty-one degrees west, three hundred twenty-eight chains, to a
large ash tree on the bank of the river Tennessee, one mile be
low southwest point; thence up the northeast margin of the river
Tennessee(not including island) to the Wild Cat rock below Tellioo
blockhouse; thence in a direct line to the Militia Spring near
Maryville road leading from Tellico; thence from the said Spring
to the Chi}.howee mountain, by a line so to be run, as will leave
all the farms on Nine-Mile creek to the northward and eastward
of it, and to be continued along the Chllhowee mountain until it
strikes Hawkin's line; thence along the said line to the Great
Iron mountain; and from the top of whioh a line to be continued
in a southeastwardly course to where the most southern branch of
Little river crosses the divisional line to Tugaloo river; thence
in a direct line to the top of Currahee mountain, where the creek
line passes it; thence to the head or source of the main south
branch of the Oconee river, called the Appalaohee; thence down the
middle of the said mato south branch and river Oconee, to its con
fluence with Ogimulgee, whioh fbrms the river Altamaha; thenoe
down the middle of the said Altamaha, to the old line of the said
river Saint Mary's; Provided, always, That if the boundary line
between the said Indian tribes and the United Spates shall, at
any time hereafter, be varied by any treaty which shall be made
between the said Indian tribes and the United States, then all
the provisions contained in this act shall be construed to apply
to the said line as to be varied, in the same manner as said
provisions apply by force of this act to the boundary line here
inbefore recited.
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(The remaining sections are identical with the law of
1796 with the exception of an addition to Section 16 and 19. I
shall quote the changes.)
Sec. 16. — ---- --- Provided, That no person apprehend
ed by military force, as aforesaid, shall be detained longer than
five days after arrest, and before remdval. And all officers and
soldiers, who may have any such person or persons in custody,
shall treat them with all the humanity whioh the circumstances
will possibly permit; and every officer and soldier who shall be
quilty of maltreating any such person, while in custody, shall
suffer such punishment as a court martial shall direct: Provided,
That the officer having custody of such person or persons, shall,
if required by such person or persons, conduct him or them to the
nearest judge of the supreme or superior court of any State, who,
if the offense it bailable, shall take proper bail, if offered,
returnable to the district court next to be holden in said district,
which bail the said judge is hereby authorized totake, and which
shall be liable to be estreated as any other recognizance for bail
in any court of the United States; and if said judge shall refuse
to act, or the person or persons fail to procute*satisfactory
bail, then the said person or persons are to be.proceeded with
according to the directions of this act.
Sec. 19. — — ------- nor shall this act be construed
to prevent any person traveling from Knoxville to Price’s settle
ment, (so oalledy provided they shall travel in the trace or path
which is usually traveled, and provided the Indians make no ob
jection; but if the Indians objeot, the President of the United
States is hereby authorized to issue a proclamation, prohibiting
all traveling on said trace, after which, the penalties of this
act shall be incurred by every person traveling or being found
on said trace, within the Indian boundary, without a passport.*
Approved March 3,1799.
♦Annals of Congress, 5th Congress, 1797-1799; Vol. Ill, p.
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An Act supplementary to an Act passed the thirtieth of
March, 1802, to regulate trade and interaouree with the
Indian Tribes, and to preserve peace on the frontiers.
Sec. 1. Be it enacted,-etc., That licenses to trade
with the Indians within the territorial limits of the United
States shall not be granted to any but citizens of the United
States by the express direction of the President of the United
States, and upon suoh terms and conditions as the public interest
may, in his opinion, require.
Sec. 2. And be it further enacted, That all goods, wares
and merchandise, carried by a foreigner into the lands to whioh
the Indian title has not been extinguished, for the purpose of
being used in the Indian trade; and all articles of peltry, or
provisions, or of any other kind purchased by foreigners, or tribes
of
Indians, contrary to the provisions of this act shall be, and
the same are hereby, forfeited, one halfthereof to the use of the
informer, and the remainder to the United States.Provided, That
the goods, wares, and merchandise are seized before they are re
moved beyond the limits of the United States.
Sec. 3. And be it further anacted, That if a foreigner
go into any country whioh is allotted or secured by treaty to either
of the Indian tribes within the territorial limits of the United
States, or to which the Indian title has not been extinguished,
without a passport first had and obtained from the Governor, of
one of the States or Territories of the United States, adjoining
the country into which he may go, or the officer of the troops
of the United States, commanding at the nearest post on the fron
tiers,or such other person as the President of the United States
may from time to time authorize to grant the same, he shall, on
conviction thereof, pay a fine of not less than fifty or more
then one thousand dollars; or be imprisoned not less than one
month, or more than twelve months, at the discretion of the court.
Sec. 4. And be it fufcther enacted, That trials for of
fenses against this act shall be had in the courts of the United
States of the territory in which the person accused may be arrest
ed, or in the circuit court of the United States of the district
into whcih he may be first carried, after his arrest.
Sec. 5. And be it further enacted, That each and every
person charged with a violation of the second section of this act
shall, if arrested, be indicted and tried in one of the courts
aforementioned and that the conviction of the accused shall au
thorize the court to cause the goods intended to be sold to, and
articles purchased from the Indians, belonging to him, or taken
in his possession, to be sold, one half to the use of the Inform
ix, and the other to the use of the United States. But if goods
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intended to be sold, or articles purchased from the Indians
contrary to toe provisions of this aot, should fee seined, and
the owner or person In possession of them should ■make his es
cape, or from any other cause cannot fee brought to trial, it
shall and may fee lawful for the United States Attorney of the
Territory'in whioh they may fee seised, or the Uistrlot Attorney
of the United States, of the district into which they hay have
feeem first carried after they are seined, to. proceed -against
the said goods intended to fee sold to, or articles purchased
from the Indians, in the manner directed- to fee observed Inthe
case of goods, wares, or merchandise brought into the United
States in violation of the-revenue laws.
Sec. s. And fee it further enacted, that the Presi
dent of- the United States be, and be hereby is, .authorised to-use the military force of the United. States whenever it may
fee- necessary to carry into effect this aot, as far as it re
lates to seizure of goods to fee sold to, or article® already
purchased from the Indians, or to the arrest of persons charged
with violating its provisions.*

Approved, April 29, 1818.
*Annals of Congress. 14th Uongrese, 1st Session, 1815*1818.
p. 1901.'

Appendix G

An Act to abolish the United States Trading Establishment
with the Indian Tribes.
Be it enacted, That the President of the United States
shall be, and .hereby is, authorized and required to cause the
business of the United States trading houses among the Indian
tribes to be closed, and the accounts of the superintendent of
Indian trade, and of the factors and sub-factors, to be settled;
and, for that purpose, the President is hereby authorized to sel
ect, from among the Indian agents, or others, a competent number
of fit and suitable persons, to be and appear at the office of
Indian trade in Georgetown, in the District of Columbia, and at
each of the trading houses established among Indian tribes, on
or before the third day of June next, or as soon thereafter as
can conveniently be done, to demand and receive of and from the
superintendent of Indian trade, and of the respective factors
and sub-factors, all goods, wares and merchandise, furs, peltries,
evidences of debt, and property and effects of every kind, which
may be in their power, or possession, by virtue of their respec
tive offices, and justly due and belonging to the United States;
and the said agents, selected for the purpose aforesaid, shall be
furnished with the copies of the latest quarterly returns of the
said superintendent, factors, and sub-factors, as rendered by
them to the Treasury Department, and coptes of .any other papers
in the said Department, which will show what is or ought to be
due and coming to the United States from the s aid office of Indian
trade in Georgetown, and from each of the trading houses establish
ed among the Indians. And the persons so selected shall enter in
to bond, with good and sufficient security, in such sums as may
be required by the President of the United States, for the faith
ful disoharge of the duties enjoined on them by the provisions os
this act. And, from and after, the third day of June next, the
act of the second of March, one thousand eight hundred and eleven,
entitled, “An Act for establishing trading houses with Indian
tribes11, shall be continued in force for the purposes only ofi en
forcing all bonds, debts, contracts, demands, and rights, whioh
may have arisen, and all penalties and punishments which may have
been, or may be incurred under the provisions of the said act, and
for the settlement of the accounts of the superintendent, factors,
and sub-factors, at the treasury department.
Sec. 3. And be it further enaoted, That the goods, wares,
and merchandise, which shall be delivered over to the agents of the
United States, under the provisions of this act, shall be placed
at the disposition of the President of the United States, subject,
under his orders, towards satisfying or extinguishing the treaty
obligations on the part of the United States to keep up trading
houses with the Indians; also, towards the payment of annuities
due, or to become due, to the Indian tribes; also, in making the
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customary presents to tribes or individuals in amity with the
United States; and the surplus, if any, may be sold to the best
advantage, under the orders of the President, and the proceeds
paid over to the Treasury of the United States..
Sec. 3. And be it further enacted, That the furs,
peltries, effects, and property, received under the first sec
tion of this act, shall be sold in the manner the president may
direct; the debts due and owing shall be collected under his
orders; and all the money received from these sources, and all
that shall be received from the superintendent of Indian trade,
and from the factors and sub-factors, shall be paid over as fast
as received into the Treasury of the United States: Provided, That
suoh sums may be retained and applied, under the orders of the
President of the United States, ac may be necessary to defray the
expenses of carrying this act into effect.
Sec. 4. And be it further enacted, That, as soon as may
be after the commencement of the next session of Congress, the
President of the United States shall communicate to Congress the
manner in which he shall have caused this act to be executed, show
ing the amount of money, furs, peltries, and other effects, and
the amount and description of goods, wares, and merchandise, and
the actual cash value thereof, received fro® the superintendent
of Indian trade, and each of the factors and sub-factors, under
the provisions of this act.*
Approved, May 6, 1833.

♦Annals of Congress. 17th Congress, lBt session, Vol. II,
p. 3606-2608.

Appendix H.
An Act to amend an act, ectitled,*An Act 10 regulate trade
and intercourse with the Indian tribes, and to preeerve peace
on the frontiers*, approved thirtieth of March 1802.
Be it enacted, That the seventh seotion of the act en
titled* An Act to regulate trade and intercourse with the Indian
tribes and to preserve peace on the frontiers’, shall be, and
the same is hereby, repealed; and, from and after the passing of
this act, it shall be lawful for the superintendent of Indian JHffairs in the territories, and Indian agents, under the direction
of the President of the United States, to grant lioensee to hade
with the Indian tribes; which licenses shall be granted to citi
zens of the United States, and to none others; taking from them
bonds, with securities, in the penal sum, not exoeedlng five thou
sand dollars, proportioned to the capital employed, and condition
ed from the due observance of the laws regulating trade and inter
course with the Indian tribes; and said licenses may be granted
for a term not exceeding seven years, for the trade with the remote
tribes of Indians beyond the Mississippi, and two years for the
trade with all the other tribes. And the superintendents and ag
ents shall return to the Secretary of War, within each year, an
abstract of all licenses granted, showing by, and to whom, when,
and where granted, with the amount of the bonds, and capital em
ployed, to be laid before Congress, at the next session thereof.
Sec. 2. And be it further enacted, That it shall and
may be lawful for the President of the United States, in execution
of the power vested in him by the twenty-first section of the Act
of the thirtieth of March, one thousand eight hundred and two,
aforesaid, to which this is an amendment, to direct Indian agents,
Governors of territories acting as superintendents of Indian af
fairs, and military officers, to cause the stores and packages of
goods of all the traders to be searched upon suspicion or infor
mation that ardent spirits are carried into the Indian countries
by said traders, in violation of the said twenty first seotion
of the Act to which this is an amendment; and if any ardent spirits
shall be so found, all the goods of the said trader shall be for
feited, one-half to the use of the informer, the otherhalf to the
use of the Government, his lioense cancelled, and bond put in
suit.*
Sections 3,4,5, and 6 omitted)
Approved, May 6, 1822.
♦Annals of Congress. 17th Congress, 1st session, Vol. II,
1821$, p. 2610.

Appendix I
An Act to authorize the President to raise mounted volunteers
for the defense of the frontier.
Be it enacted, That the President of the United States
he, and he hereby is, authorized to raise, either by the accep
tance of volunteers, or enlistment for one year, unless sooner dis
charged, six hundred mounted Rangers, to be armed, equiped, mount
ed, and organized, in such manner, and to be under such restrictions
as the nature of the service may, in his opinion make necessary.
Sec. 3. And be it further enaGted, That each of the said
companies of Rangers shall consist of one captain, one first, one
eeoond, and one third lieutenant; five sergeants, five corporals,
and one hundred privates; the whole to form a battalion, and be
commanded by a major.
Seo. 3. And be it further enacted, That the said non
commissioned offioers and privates shall arn and equip themselves,
unless otherwise ordered by the President, and provide their own
horses, and shall be allowed, each one dollar per day, as a full
compensation for their services, and the use of their arms and
horses. The commissioned offioers shall receive the same pay and
emoluments as officers of the same grade in the army of the United
States, and the officers shall b© allowed forage for their horses,
and be entitled to the same rations as those of the same grade in
the army of the United States respectively.
Sec. 4. And be it further enacted, That the officers, non
commissioned officers, and privates, raised pursuant to this act,
shall be entitled to the like compensation, in case of disability
by wounds or otherwise, incurred in the service as has heretofore
been allowed to officers, non-commissioned officer, and privates,
in the military establishment of the United States; and shall be
subject to the rules and articules of War, and suoh regulations
as habe been or shall be established according to law for the gov
ernment of the army of the United States, as far as the same may
be applicable to the said Rangers, within the defense of the north
western frontier of the United States.
Sec. 5. And be it further enacted, That the President
of the United States, bp and with the advice and consent of the
Senate, la hereby authorized to aprolnt all the officers proper
to be appointed under this act; which appointments may be made
during the reoees of the Senate, but shall be submitted to the Sen
ate at their next session, for their advice and consent; and that
the sum of fifty thousand dollars be, and the same is hereby,
appropriated, for the purpose of carrying this law into effect.*
Approved June 15, 1332.
*Annals of Congress.
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An Act for the more perfect defense of the frontier.
Be it enacted, That in lieu of the battalion of mounted
rangers authorized by the aot of the fifteenth of June, one thou
sand eight hundred and thirty-two, there be established a regiment
of dragoons, to be composed and organized as follows, to wit; one
colonel, one lieutenant colonel, one major, one quartermastersergeamt, and two chief buglers, one adjutant, who shall be a
lieutenant, one sergeant major, one chief musician, and ten comp
anies; each company to consist of one captAin, one first Lieute
nant, and one second Lieutenant exclusive of the lieutenant who is
to be the adjutant of the regiment; four sergeants, one of whom
shall act as quartermaster-sergeant to the company, four corporals,
two buglers, one farrier and blacksmith, and sixty privates.
Sec. 2. And be it further enaoted, That the officers,
non-commissioned officers, musicians, and privates, when mounted
be entitled to the same pay and emoluments as was allowed the draggons during the war, and when on foot* the same pay and emoluments
as are now allowed to the offioers, non-commissioned officers, mus
icians, and privates of a regiment of infantry; and that thefhrrier
and blacksmith be allowed the same pay and allowance^, as are al
lowed to an artificer of artillery.
Sec. 3. And be it further enacted, That the said regi
ment of dragoons shall be liable to serve on horse, or foot, as
the President may direct; shall be subject to the rules and arti
cles of war, be recruited in the same manner, and with the same
limitations; that the officers, non-commissioned officers, musi
cians, farriers, and privates,shall be entitled to the same pro
visions for widdws and children, and the same allowances and bene
fits. in every respect, as are allowed the other troops constitut
ing the present military peace establishment.
Sec. 4. And be it further enacted, That the Presidnet
of the United States be authorized to carry into effect this act,
as soon as he may deem expedient, and to discharge the present
battalion of mounted rangers, on their being relieved by the said
regiment of dragoons.
Sec. 5. And be it further enacted, That the sum requir
ed to carry into effect the provisions of this act, is hereby ap
propriated, in addition to the appropriations, for the military
establishment for the year one thousand eight hundred and thirty
three.*
Approved, Mar. 2, 1833.
♦Annals of Congress.
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An Act to regulate trade and intercourse with the Indian
Tribee, and preserve peace on the frontiers*
Be it enacted, That all that part of the United States
nest' of the Mississippi, and, not within the States of Missouri
and Louisiana, or the Territory of Arkansas, and, also, That
par© of tho United States east of the Mississippi river, and not
within any State to which the Indian title has hot been extinguish
ed, .for the purposes of this act, be taken and deemed to be tho
Indian country.
Sections 2 through 19 omitted beoause of similarity
to other acts, or not applying to the subject under consideration.
Sec. 30. And be it further enacted, That if any person
shall sell, exchange, or give, barter, or dispose of, any spirit
uous liquor or wine to an Indian,(in tho Indian country) suoh per
son ©hall forfeit and pay the sum of five hundred (follarej and if
any person shall introduce, or attempt to introduce, any spiritu
ous liquor or wine into the Indian country, except such supplies
as shall bo necessary for the officers of the United States and
troopo of the service, under the direction of the Uar Department,
suoh person shall forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding three hund
red dollarsj and if any superintendent of Indian affaire, Indian
agent, or sub-agent, or commanding officer of a military post,
has reason to suspect, or is informed, that any white person or
Indian is about to introduce, or has introduced, any opixituou©
liquor or wine into the Indian country, in violation of the revis
ions of this section, it shall be lawful for suoh superintendent,
Indian agent, or sub-agent, or military officer, agreeablp to suoh
regulations as may be established by the President of the United
States, to©use the boats, storee, packages, and places of deposit
of such person to be searched, and if any such splrltuoua liquor
or wine is found, the good©, boats, packages, and peltries of
such persons shall be seised and delivered to the proper officer,
and shall be proceeded against by libel in the proper court, and
forfeited, one-half to the use of tho informer, and tho other
half to the use of the United States; and if such person is a
trader, hie license shall be revoked and his bond put in suit.
And it shall moreover be lawful for any person in the service of
the United States, or for any Indian, to take and destroy any ar
dent spirits or wine found in the Indian country, excepting mil
itary supplies as mentioned in this section.
Sec. 31. And be it further enacted, That if any person
whatsoever shall, within the limits of the Indian territory, set
up or continue any distillery for the manufacturing of ardent sprite,
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he shall forfeit mA p w & penalty o f om thousand dollars and
it shell fee the duty of the Superintendent. of ln&%m Affaire* In»«tim Agent,, or gt&*agei»t» within the limit# of whose ateaop
the same shall fee oat up or eonitnued, ferihtsriih to destroy and
fereah up the same; and It s h a ll fee lawful to m p lof the military
force of the United States taexeeutiog that duty#*

Appro?ed t a e 30r. 1B$4*
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Appendix L
An Act authorizing the President of the United States to
accept the service of volunteers, and to raise an additional
regiment of dragoons or mounted riflemen.
Be it enacted, That the President of the United States
be, and hereby is, authorized to accept volunteers who may offer
their services either as infantry or cavalry, not exceeding ten
thousand men, to serve six or twelve months after they shall have
arrived at the place of rendezvous, unless sooner discharged; and
the said volunteers shall furnish their own clothes, and, if cav
alry, their own horses, and, when mustered into service, shall be
armed and equipped at the expense of the United States.
Sec. 2. And be it further enacted, That the said vol
unteers shall be liable to be called upon to do military duty
only in cases of Indian hostilities, or to repel invasions when
ever the President shall judge proper;, and when called into act
ual service, and while remaining therein, shall be subject to the
rules and articles of war, and shall be in all respects, except
as to clothing, plaoed on the same footing with similar corps of
the United States* army; and, in lieu of clothing, every non-com
missioned officer and private in any company who may thus offer
themselves* shall be entitled, when called into actual service,
to receive in money a sum equal to the cost of the clothing of a
non-commissioned officer or private(as the case may be) in the
regular troops of the United States.
Sec. 3. And be it further enacted, That the said vol
unteers so offering their services shall be accepted by the Pres
ident in companies, battalions, squadrons, regiments, brigades
or divisions, whose officers shall be appointed in the manner pre
scribed by law in the several States and Territories to which
such companies, battalion s, squadrons, regiments, brigades, or
divisions shall respectively belong: Provided, That where any
company, battalion, squadron, regiment, brigade, or division of
militia, already organized, shall tender their voluntary ser
vices to the United States, such company, battalion, squadron,
regiment, brigade, or division shall continue to be commanded by
the officers holding commissions in the same as the time of such
tender; and any vacancy thereafter occurring shall be filled in
the mode pointed out by law In the States or Territory wherein
the said company, battalion, squadron, regiment, brigade, or
division shall have been originally raised.
Sec. $. And be it further enacted, That the Presi
dent of the United States be, and he is hereby, authorized to
organise companies, so tendering their services, into battalions,
or squadrons, into regiments, regiments into brigades, and
brigades into divisions, as soon as the number of volunteers
shall render such organization, in his judgment, expedient; and
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the president shall, if necessary, apportion the staff, field,
and general officers among the respective States or territories
from which the volunteers shall tender their services, as he may
deem proper; hut until called into actual service, suoh companies,
battalions, squadrons, regiments, brigades, or divisions shall not
be considered as exempt from the performance of militia duty as
is required by law, in like manner as before the passage of this
act.
Sec. 5. And be it further enacted, That the volunteers
who may be received into the service of the United States, by vir
tue of the provisions of this act, shall be entitled to all the
benefits which may be conferred on persons wounded in the service
of the United States.
Sec. 6. And be it further enacted, That there shall be
raised and organized, under the direction of the President of the
United States, one additional regiment of dragoons or mounted
riflemen, to be composed of the same number and rank of the offic
ers, non-commissioned officers, musicians and privates, composing
the regiment of dragoons now in the service of the United States,
who shall receive the same pay and allowances, be subject to the
same rules and regulations, and be engaged for the like term, and
upon the same conditions, in all respects whatever,..as are stipu
lated for the said regiment of dragoons now in service.
Sec. 7. And be it further enacted-, That the President
of the United States may disband the said regiment whenever, in
his opinion, the public interest no longer requires their services,
and the sum of three hundred thousand dollars, required to carry
into effect the provisions of this act, is hereby appropriated,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated.
Sec. 8. And be it further enacted, That so much of this
act as relates to volunteers shall be in (forcefor two years from
and after the passage of this act, and no longer.*

Approved May 33, 1836.
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Appendix M.
An Act to provide for the better protection of the frontier, <
Be it enacted, That the President be, and he Is hereby,
authorised to cause to be surveyed and opened a military road,
from some point upon the right bank of the Mississippi river, be
tween the mouth of St, Peter*s and the Dos Moines river, upon
such rout© as may appear best calculated to effect the purposes
of this act, to Red River*
Seo. 3. And be it further enacted, That the said road
shall paee west of the State of Missouri and of the Territory of
Arkansas, on condition that the assent , through whose territory
said road is to pass, shall be first obtained; and if such assent
cannot be obtained, then east of the western boundaries of aald
State and Territory;, and shall be so constructed as to enable
troops to move along the same with proper facility* And the
following mode of construction shall be adibpted, subject to such
alterations as the President may, from time to time, direct to
be made. The timber ttiall be cut down to reasonable width, and
the west and marshy places shall be causewayed or otherwise re
ndered passable; cheap bridges shall be erected over the smaller
streams, not having good fords across them; and, where it may be
found necessary, the road may be thrown up in the center.
Sec. 3. And be it further enacted, That the military
post© ehali be constructed at euoh places along the said road as,
in the opinion of the President, may be most proper for the pro
tection of the frontier, and for the preservation of the necessary
communications.
Seo. 4. And be it further enacted, That the troops of the
United States shall be employed in performing the labor herein re
quired, whenever, in the opinion of the President, the same can be
done with a just regard to their other duties; and the other labor
rendered necessary shall be procured in such manner as the Presi
dent may direct.
Sec. 5, And be it further enaoted, That the sum of one
hundred thousand dollars &tall be, and the same is hereby, appro
priated, to be applied towards the accomplishment of the objeots
specified by this act.*
Approved July 3,•18 36*
*Congressional Debates. Vol. XII, Part IV, 1835-1836.
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